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CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. Absentee Auction:  The items in this auction will be sold at unreserved absentee auction, opening date Monday, July 13, 2020 at 9:00 AM 
Eastern (6:00 AM Pacific) closing date Wednesday, July 22, 2020 at 10:00 PM Eastern (7:00 PM Pacific) in a Timed Closing (see below).  
2. Descriptions: Norman C. Heckler & Company has made every attempt to describe correctly the property being sold. Descriptions are guaranteed 
to be accurate as regards authenticity, age, condition, and measurements to within one-fourth inch, as represented in this auction. When describing 
damage, we may choose not to list exterior wear or manufacturer’s flaws that, in our opinion, do not significantly detract visually or monetarily from 
the value of the item. It is recommended that you or a representative examine each item in person before bidding. We are pleased to provide verbal 
condition reports for our bidders. The Auctioneers reserve the right to make corrections and provide additional information at any time during the sale.
3. Preview: Items may be viewed by appointment at our offices.
4. Bidding Procedure: Bidding on an item may be done in one of five ways: 1. Internet Bidding, 2. Telephone Bidding, 3. Bidding by Postal Mail 
(we urge you to send your mail bids as early as possible), 4. Bidding by Fax (at least 2 days in advance), 5. Bidding by Email (valid only if bid is 
confirmed by Norman C. Heckler & Company).
Bidding via the Internet is strongly recommended.
We are pleased to receive bids by telephone so that we can answer any questions and assist you in your bidding. You may telephone us at any 
time (weekdays 9 AM - 5 PM) during the auction, prior to the closing of the sale, to check the status of your bids, to find the current bidding level, 
to open a bid, or to raise a bid on an auction lot. (These actions are also available as part of our internet bidding system).
Your bid, written, oral or electronic, grants Norman C. Heckler & Company the authority to protect you up to the amount of your stated bid. Your 
bid will not be removed once executed.
Norman C. Heckler & Company will not disclose bids pledged by others; only the current bidding level of a lot will be available.
The highest bidder shall prevail. It is the sole right of the auctioneer to settle any dispute between bidders and to regulate the bidding procedure. 
The auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid believed not to have been made in good faith.
Each lot in the sale has an estimate based on current value as an intended guide to bidding.
MINIMUM BID IS ONE-HALF THE LOW ESTIMATE

Increments are as follows:
Up to $250.00...............increments of  $10.00 $250.00 - $500.00..................increments of   $25.00    $500.00 - $1000.00...............increments of  $50.00 
$1000.00 - $2500.00.........increments of  $100.00 $2500.00 - $5000.00...........increments of  $250.00                $5000.00 - $10000.00...........increments of  $500.00 
 $10,000 & Up..................increments of  $1000.00      

An example - You bid $900.00 on a lot which is the highest bid received to date. The second highest bid is $550.00. The current high bidding 
level would be yours at $600.00. Any other bids submitted by others below $900.00 will be advanced automatically in the auction system.
Incoming bids will be accepted on the closing day until 10 PM Eastern (7 PM Pacific). Only online bids will be accepted after 10 PM Eastern  
(7 PM Pacific) for auction lots that are still open.
TIMED CLOSING: This auction will close at 10:00 PM Eastern on the last day of the sale; however, if there are successful bids on individual 
items within the last 10 minutes (9:50 - 10:00 PM.), then the auction will continue for those individual items. For each item that has received 
bids in the last 10 minutes, the closing of the item is extended until there are no further bids for a continuous 10 minute period. Lots that have 
no bidding activity in the last 10 minutes will close at 10:00 PM Eastern. 
5. Call Back Process: There are no “Call Backs” for this auction.
6. Successful Bidders: Successful bidders will be notified both by email and postal mail. A 17% buyer’s premium will be added to the closing 
price to be paid by the buyer as part of the purchase price. Payment is due immediately upon receipt of notification of purchase. No exceptions. 
Accepted forms of payment are bank check, personal check, cash, or money order. Bank check or money order will facilitate immediate 
processing. If you pay with uncertified funds, Heckler may not ship items until ten business days have passed from the deposit date. If you 
see that your check has cleared, you may send front and back copies of the canceled check, and Hecklers will remove the shipping hold. If 
you are a Connecticut resident, a 6.35% sales tax will be added to your bill, unless you provide Norman C. Heckler & Company with a tax 
exemption permit. Sales tax is also applicable to out of state buyers who pick up their purchases at our location unless you have a tax exempt 
number from Connecticut or your state on file with us.
All purchases and transactions must be in U.S. Dollars. 
7. Shipping:  Purchases will be shipped only after full payment has been received. All items will be shipped via United States Postal Service. 
Shipping, handling and insurance are extra. Our shipping charges for most glass items and accessories (excluding foreign shipments) are 
$20.00 for the first item, $9.00 for each additional item together with insurance costs ($0.60 per $100.00). Additional charges may apply for 
large or unusually shaped items, and/or certain postal zones which USPS attaches a surcharge. Some items may require transport through a 
fine arts carrier which can be arranged by the buyer or with Norman C. Heckler & Company. We encourage you to plan for a pickup of your 
items at our offices.
8. Refunds: Refunds will be given at the discretion of the Auctioneers. Items purchased must be examined and a request for refund made 
immediately upon receipt of the items. The Auctioneers will be the sole judge in consideration of refunds. It is the Auctioneers sincere intention 
to consider any reasonable request for a refund pertaining to a major oversight in the description of an object (ie: large epoxy repairs, large 
chips, extensive cracks, etc.) and not nuances of color, minute flaws, or normal antique “fair wear and tear”.
9. Administration: If at any time during the auction period an act or circumstance takes place which impedes or affects the normal auction 
process, the auction can be postponed or terminated at the auctioneer’s discretion.
10. Terms: Bidding on any item indicates your acceptance of these terms.
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AUCTION 189 1

1.  “Dr. Guysott’s / Compound Extract / Of Yellow Dock / & Sarsaparilla” 
Medicine Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square with beveled corners, rich 
medium blue green, applied round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 
9 1/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 205    Unusual round collared mouth, highly whittled panels, 
bold embossing, and stunning color. Fine condition.   $4000-8000

2.  “Mason’s / (Keystone In Circle) / Patent / Nov. 30th / 1858” Fruit Jar, 
America, 1858-1880.  Cylindrical, light sky blue, ground mouth with zinc 
lid - smooth base embossed “60”, half gallon.  
L #1964    A beautiful blue color with crude embossing. Fine condition.   
 $150-300

3.  Blown Three Mold Wine Glass, probably Boston and Sandwich 
Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Conical form bowl 
with applied knopf stem and foot, colorless, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 
3 3/4 inches.  
GII-19, McK plate106, #6    A scarce piece of early American blown 
tableware. Fine condition.   $200-400

4.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Light yellow 
olive, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 13/16 inches; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to KW fig. 99A, right    A bright little 
beauty with numerous small bubbles. Fine condition.   $200-400

5.  Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850.  Medium yellow olive, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GII-73    A heavy example with an “orange peel” exterior surface and 
many small bubbles. Fine condition.   $200-400

6.  “C. Heimstreet / Troy N.Y.” Medicine Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Octagonal, light sapphire blue, applied double collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 7 inches.  
AAM pg. 229    The appealing form and range of available colors make 
this a popular hair medicine bottle. Fine condition.   $100-200

7.  Pattern Molded Pocket Flask, expanded 12 diamond pattern, possibly 
Midwest America, 1820-1840.  Flattened teardrop form, light blue green, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 3/8 inches; (moderate exterior high 
point wear near base). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 230, #6 and 8    A crude 
example with many potstones and small bubbles. Fine condition.  David 
Paar collection.   $150-300

8.  “Dr C.W. Robacks / Stomach Bitters / Cincinnati. O” Figural Bitters 
Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  Barrel form, brilliant yellowish orange amber, 
applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 3/4 inches.  
R/H #R-73    This example really stands out, with wonderful whittle, 
bold embossing and bright color. Fine condition.   $500-1000
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9.  “Indian Spring Water Co. / (Bust Of Indian In Headdress) / 
Rockaway, N.J. / This Bottle Is Never Loaned / And Is Never Sold” 
Spring Water Bottle, America, 1900-1930.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, 
tooled square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 12 3/8 inches; (light 
exterior wear marks). 
Bold lettering and a detailed embossed Indian bust. Fine condition.    
 $150-300

10.  Lot Of Three “Weeks Glass Works” Base Embossed Whiskey 
Bottles, three piece mold construction, Weeks Glass Works, Stoddard, 
New Hampshire, 1860-1873.  Cylindrical, bright orange amber shading to 
reddish amber in the bases, applied sloping collared mouths with rings - 
smooth bases, ht. 11 3/8 inches; (light overall washable exterior residue). 
KW plate 132, top right    These bottles were recently found in the 
basement of a colonial era home in Kingston, Massachusetts. Beautiful 
bright colors and whittled surfaces. Fine condition.   $200-400

11.  Wide Mouth Utility Jar, dip mold construction, possibly Norway, 
c.1760.  Cylindrical, medium yellowish olive green, tooled flared mouth -  
pontil scar, ht. 6 inches, greatest dia. 4 3/4 inches; (light exterior wear, 1/2 
inch open surface bubble on base). 
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 289, left    Great form. 
Generally fine condition.   $300-600

12.  “Kirtland’s / Ink / W & H” Base Embossed Figural Ink Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Domed with offset neck, light yellow green with 
deeper yellow striations in the base, ground mouth - smooth base, 
ht. 1 3/4 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches; (1 inch of mold seam roughness below 
neck). 
Similar to C #622    A scarce ink in a beautiful color. Fine condition.  Bill 
Dyer collection.   $300-600

13.  Freeblown Compote, possibly Thomas H. Cains Glass Works, South 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1820-1830.  Cylindrical bowl with mercurial ring 
at upper body on applied solid stem with sloping circular base, colorless, 
tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/4 inches greatest dia. 4 7/8 inches; (light 
interior and exterior usage wear). 
Similar construction techniques are noted in JK pg. 37 and pgs. 44-47    A 
pleasing smaller size which may have been used as an open sugar bowl.  
David Paar collection.   $300-600

14.  Freeblown Creamer, early Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Bulbous form flaring to rim, applied funnel 
foot with inward folded rim, applied solid handle, rich cobalt blue, 
tooled flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 3 5/8 inches, greatest 
dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
Similar in form to McK plate 13, #9    Appealing in form and size. Fine 
condition.   $350-700

15.  “Old Sachem / Bitters / And / Wigwam Tonic” Figural Bitters Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, bright yellowish apricot, applied square 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (two pinpoint flakes on 
side of mouth, lightly professionally cleaned). 
R/H #O-46    A beautiful light color and lots of bubbles highlight this eye 
catching example. Generally fine condition.   $1200-2400

16.  “Rev. I.R. Gates. / Macamoose” Medicine Bottle, America, 1870-
1890.  Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied double 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 5/8 inches; (minor loss to labels). 
AAM pg. 185    Bottle retains 95 % original front and back labels, with 
the reverse label being in German. Fine condition.   $100-200
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17.  “U & J. D. Clinton / Woodbridge / Conn.” - “Premium / Soda Water” 
Bottle, America, 1850-1862.  Cylindrical, medium bluish green, applied 
heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 inches; (light exterior high 
point wear). 
WB pg. 36    A rare mold error with the embossed “J” as opposed to 
the embossed “I”. Possibly one of only two known examples. Fine 
condition.   $300-600

18.  “Wine” Embossed Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and 
Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1830.  Bulbous, 
colorless, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, quart; (base of stopper has 
a 1/2 inch hole). 
GIII-2 Type 2, Type 3 stopper    A scarce mold with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $200-400

19.  “E Baker’s / Premium / Bitters / Richmond Va.” Bottle, America, 
1860-1880.  Oval, aquamarine, applied square collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 6 1/4 inches; (three shallow flakes on side of mouth). 
Similar to R/H #B-10.4    This rare bottle differs from the listed examples 
as there is no period after the first  “E” and it has a smooth base. Generally 
fine condition.   $250-500

20.  “Trade Mark / Lightning” Fruit Jar, America, 1875 1890.  Cylindrical, 
medium amber, ground mouth with glass lid and wire bail - smooth base 
embossed “Putnam / 422”, half gallon; (embossing on glass lid is mostly 
illegible, reverse of jar has some light surface scratches). 
L #1489    A crude highly whittled jar with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $50-100

21.  “Dr. Stephen Jewett’s / Celebrated Health / Restoring Bitters / 
Rindge, N H.” Bitters Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New 
Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Rectangular with wide beveled corners, brilliant 
golden amber, applied square collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 
inches; (top edge of mouth has been polished, two pinpoint flakes on 
edge of mouth). 
R/H #J-37    A desireable early bitters bottle with bold embossing, wear 
free panels and a beautiful bright color. Generally fine condition.    
 $1500-3000

22.  “E. Eichele” Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Twelve sided, 
aquamarine, inward rolled mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 2 5/8 inches, 
dia. 2 3/8 inches; (interior has a hazy iridescent coating). 
Similar in form to C #183    An unlisted ink bottle which has bold 
embossing and a colorful interior. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   
 $300-600

23.  Latticino Glass Liquor Bottle, probably Italy, 1850-1870.  Rectangular 
with beveled corners, colorless with rows of twisted opaque threading 
with pink and green ribbons, interior has several large gold splotches, 
sheared mouth with decorative brass collar and stopper - smooth base, 
ht. with stopper 6 7/8 inches.  
Attractive early form with beautiful colors. Fine condition.   $250-500

24.  Freeblown Globular Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Medium to 
deep olive green, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 5/8 
inches, greatest dia. 7 1/4 inches; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 47, #3    A great example 
with a wonderful exterior surface and long neck. Fine condition.    
 $500-1000
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25.  “Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters” Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
medium amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base 
embossed “New Haven, Conn”, ht. 11 inches.  
R/H #L-82.5    A rare bitters bottle. Old collectors label on the base 
reads “T-340 / RNN / Osgood”. Fine condition.  Ex Charles B. Gardner 
collection.   $200-400

26.  Pressed Glass Tulip Vase, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1845-1865.  Octagonal tulip form attached 
with wafer to an octagonal base, canary yellow, tooled rim - smooth 
base, ht. 10 1/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to B/K #3021 Type b    A beautiful and 
bright example in fine condtion.  Ex Bob Koren collection, David Paar 
collection.   $600-1200

27.  “Herb Doctors / Indian Cough Medicine” Label Only Medicine 
Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, 
aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 3/4 inches; 
(minor loss and wear to label). 
Retains 95% original label. Early. Great provenance. Fine condition.  Ex 
Samuel J. Greer collection.   $200-400

28.  Early Blown Spirits Flask, probably Germany, 1750-1770.  
Rectangular with round columnar corners, medium cobalt blue with 
multicolor enamel decorations, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
5 1/4 inches; (three chips on side of mouth, the largest being 3/8 inch). 
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 226, #2    The lettered side 
roughly translates to “My beloved is mine and I am hers” Brilliant colors 
and decorations.   $300-600

29.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Deep forest 
green, applied heavy collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 13 inches; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 225, #6    A most impressive 
bottle in color, size and character. One of the larger examples we have 
seen. Fine condition.   $1000-2000

30.  “Deep Rock Spring / Trade / Deep Rock / Mark / Oswego N.Y.” -  
“DRS” (Monogram) Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - 
smooth base, quart; (light washable content residue). 
T #N-15    This bottle is rated as scarce to rare. Retains a “National Bottle 
Museum Auction May 30 87” sticker. Fine condition.   $200-400

31.  “Mrs. G.E. Haller / Patd. Feb. 25. 73.” Fruit Jar Stopple, America, 
1873-1880.  Cylindrical with two heavy threads, gasket and juice hole, 
colorless, ht. 2 3/4 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
This stopple fits jar L#1178. A most unusual stopple. Fine condition.    
 $100-200

32.  Masonic Arch - Eagle And “Zanesville / Ohio / J. Shepard & Co.” 
Historical Flask, White Glass Works, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840.  
Brilliant orange amber shading to a red amber in the neck and base, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GIV-32    A beautiful bright color with attractive shading. Fine 
condition.   $350-700
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33.  “Brant’s Indian / Purifying Extract / M.T. Wallace / Proprietor.” 
Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, aquamarine, applied 
sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 7/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 63    Bold embossing. Fine condition.   $150-300

34.  Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, probably Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850.  Medium yellow olive, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint.  
GIII-7    A crisp, clean little beauty. Fine condition.   $150-300

35.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
brilliant copper puce with deeper striations, applied sloping collared 
mouth with ring - smooth base, pint.  
T #C-15B    A better and more beautiful example would be hard to 
imagine. Boiling with bubbles and wavy with whittle. Fine condition.   
 $750-1500

36.  “Spratt’s Patent / July 18 1854. / Pat’d April 5 / 1864” Fruit Can Lid, 
America, 1854-1870.  Cylindrical solid stopper with two oblong raised 
lugs and screw threads, colorless, ht. 3/4 inch, dia. 2 5/8 inches.  
This lid fits tin can L #2690. The clear lid was made so the contents of the 
tin can could be seen. Fine condition.   $100-200

37.  “Hall’s / Bitters / E.E. Hall New Haven / Established 1842” Figural 
Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, brilliant yellow, applied 
square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/8 inches; (shallow 1/4 inch 
surface bruise on edge of base). 
R/H #H-10    It would be hard to imagine a brighter example. Generally   
fine condition.   $400-800

38.  Teakettle Inkwell, France, 1840-1870.  Cylindrical “lotus leaf” form, 
light opaque blue milkglass, polished mouth with brass ring - smooth 
base, ht. 2 3/4 inches, lgth. 3 1/2 inches; (brass cover is missing). 
JLM #M253    This is the larger of two known sizes. Beautiful color. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

39.  “The / Van Vliet / Jar / Of 1881” Fruit Jar, America, 1881-1890.  
Cylindrical, aquamarine, ground mouth with glass lid embossed “Pat 
May 3d 1881”, and metal yoke clamp with thumbscrew - smooth base, 
quart.  
L #2879    A pristine jar with bold embossing. Fine condition.   $500-1000

40.  Early Serving Bowl, dip mold construction with hand tooled flaring 
rim, possibly New England, 1845-1860.  Cylindrical flaring to rim, 
medium bluish green, outward rolled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 7/8 inches, 
greatest dia. 8 1/2 inches.  
A heavy bowl that was built to last. Beautiful color and form. Fine 
condition.   $300-600
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41.  “P Miller’s / Vermifuge” Medicine Bottle, America, 1820-1840.  
Cylindrical, aquamarine, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 3 3/4 
inches, dia. 7/8 inch.  
A rare bottle with great provenance. Fine condition.  Ex Samuel J. Greer 
collection.   $200-400

42.  Dip Mold Demijohn, probably a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, 
New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Cylindrical, medium yellowish amber, 
applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 10 1/4 inches, dia. 5 1/8 
inches.  
Similar in form and construction to L/P plate 6, #4    A pleasing squatty 
form and small size. Fine condition.   $200-400

43.  Scroll Flask, America, 1845-1860.  Rich yellowish olive green, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, half pint.  
GIX-34    A real gem in color and glass character. Fine condition.    
 $1000-2000

44.  Two Fancy Cologne Bottles, America, 1820-1840.  Rectangular with 
columnar corners and arched shoulders and diamond form, aquamarine, 
inward rolled mouth and sheared mouth - pontil scars, ht. 3 7/8 inches 
and 5 inches.  
MW plate 108, #10 and MW plate 109, #10    Attractive cologne bottles 
with embossed Indians. Fine condition.   $150-300

45.  “Rum” Embossed Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and 
Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, 
colorless, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, quart.  
GI-8, Type 23 stopper    Rare mold. Fine condition.   $200-400

46.  “Congress Spring Co / Columbian / Water / Saratoga, N.Y.” Mineral 
Water Bottle, Congress & Empire Spring Company Glass Works, 
Saratoga, New York, 1865-1880.  Cylindrical, medium bluish green, 
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (1 1/2 inch 
“ice pick” bruise on top edge of mouth). 
T #S-16:B    A rare mold with strong embossing and a wear free exterior 
surface.   $400-800

47.  Freeblown Vase, probably Thomas Williams, Boston and Sandwich 
Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1860-1887.  Thistle form with 
applied circular foot and stem, brilliant peacock blue, outward folded 
rim - pontil scar, ht. 8 inches, greatest dia. 5 inches.  
“TW” is etched on the pontil scar surface. Exhibited at the Henry Ford 
Museum, 1963, No. 475. A heavy piece in a rare and beautiful color. Fine 
condition. Ex William J. Elsholz collection $1000-2000

48.  “Old Sachem / Bitters / And / Wigwam Tonic” Figural Bitters Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, bright golden yellow, applied square 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/8 inches.  
R/H #O-46    The combination of bold embossing and a brilliant color 
make this one special. Fine condition.   $500-1000
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49.  “London / Royal / Imperial Gin” Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square 
with beveled corners, medium cobalt blue, applied sloping collared 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 7/8 inches; (light to moderate exterior wear, 
light interior haze, several pinpoint flakes on edge of base). 
A beautiful bottle with bold embossing. Generally fine condition.    
 $500-1000

50.  Freeblown Sparking Lamp, probably Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1825-1835.  Inverted conical form with 
drawn foot and applied solid handle, colorless, tooled flared mouth - 
pontil scar, ht. 3 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 2 7/8 inches.  
McK plate 189, #11    One of the many forms produced for this type of 
lighting device. Fine condition.   $150-300

51.  “Drs. Parker & Butler / Eclectic / Druggists / Cleveland. O.” 
Medicine Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  Oval form, rich greenish 
aquamarine, applied square collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 3/4 
inches; (1/4 inch chip on side of mouth). 
A rare bottle which is unlisted with this unusual embossing. Crisp and 
clean with numerous small bubbles.   $500-1000

52.  “Greeley’s / Bourbon Whiskey / Bitters. / Greeley’s” Figural 
Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, deep strawberry puce, 
applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/4 inches; (pinpoint 
manufacturing roughness on edge of mouth). 
R/H #G-102    A beautiful rich color and bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

53.  Scroll Flask, America, 1845-1860.  Medium yellowish amber, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point wear, pontil scar 
has been ground with remaining grinding marks on base). 
GIX-34    Crisp and clean. Fine condition.   $750-1500

54.  “S. I. / Comp.” Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1870-1890.  Rectangular 
Victorian house form, aquamarine, tooled square collared mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 2 5/8 inches, lgth. 2 inches, wdth. 1 1/2 inches; (edge of 
mouth has been lightly polished, 1/8 inch flake on lower edge of roof). 
C #681    A popular figural ink in generally fine condition.  Bill Dyer 
collection.   $150-300

55.  Pattern Molded Bottle, 24 ribs slightly swirled to the right, a 
Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840.  Globular, brilliant 
aquamarine, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/2 inches, 
greatest dia. 5 1/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 236, #3    Attractive 
glass clarity and a classic Zanesville form. Fine condition.  David Paar 
collection.   $300-600

56.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
brilliant olive yellow, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth 
base, pint.  
T #C-15B    A vivid and spectacular color that will stand out in a run. 
Fine condition.   $300-600
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57.  “A.S. / C.R.” Applied Seal Black Glass Wine Bottle, England, 1800-
1810.  Cylindrical, medium to deep yellowish olive, tooled flared mouth 
with applied string rim - pontil scar, ht. 10 3/4 inches, dia. 3 1/4 inches; 
(interior has content residue). 
Similar in form and construction to ASB pg. 1036    A well impressed 
seal and a wonderful exterior surface. Fine condition.   $200-400

58.  Pattern Molded Salt Cellar, 16 ribs swirled to the left, possibly 
Mantua Glass Works, Mantua, Ohio, 1822-1829.  Ovoid bowl with solid 
double knop stem on applied solid circular foot, greenish aquamarine, 
flared and inward folded rim - pontil scar, ht. 2 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 
2 15/16 inches.  
Nearly indentical to McK plate 80, #2    A wonderful little gem of a salt. 
Fine condition.   $2000-4000

59.  Freeblown Creamer, possibly early Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Bulbous form flaring to rim with applied solid 
circular foot and handle, cobalt blue, tooled flared rim with pour spout -  
pontil scar, ht. 5 inches, greatest dia. 2 1/2 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 13, #9    Early and attractive. 
Fine condition.   $500-1000

60.  “Trade Mark / Lightning” Fruit Jar, America, 1875 1890.  Cylindrical, 
brilliant yellow with an olive tone, ground mouth with glass lid embossed 
“Patd. Jan. 5. 75. Reisd June. 5. 77. Patd. Apr. 25. 82.”, and wire bail - 
smooth base embossed “H.W.P. / 268”, half gallon; (3/4 inch fissure at 
wire bail). 
L #1498    A beautiful eye appealing jar.   $200-400

61.  Monument And “Balto” - Sloop And “Fells / Point” Historical 
Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1820-1840.  Light 
pinkish amethystine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (moderate 
exterior high point wear, embossed lettering is weak). 
GVI-2    A delicate, beautiful color. Fine condition.   $1000-2000

62.  “Patd Nov 23 75 Sept 12 76 Nov 30 80 July 20 1886” Fruit Jar 
Immerser, America, 1875-1886.  Cylindrical with scalloped immerser, 
white milkglass, ht. 1 1/2 inches, dia. 2 1/2 inches; (shallow 1/4 inch flake 
on edge of top). 
This immerser fits jar L #2131. Generally fine condition.   $100-200

63.  “H.P. Herb / Wild / Cherry / Bitters / Reading / Pa.” - “Wild Cherry /  
(Tree) / Bitters” Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square tall log cabin form 
with roped corners, golden amber in the top and bottom shading to 
yellow in the center section, tooled sloping collared mouth with ring - 
smooth base, ht. 10 inches; (light interior haze). 
R/H #H-93    A beautiful and unusual shading of color. Fine condition.   
 $350-700

64.  “Indian / Specific / For Coughs / Prepared By / Dr. C. Freeman” 
Medicine Bottle, America, 1830-1850.  Square with rounded corners at 
shoulder, aquamarine, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 inches; 
(light exterior high point wear). 
AAM pg. 176    This bottle was put out by Clarkson Freeman from 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania in the 1830’s. Fine condition.   $250-500
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65.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous with three applied neck 
rings, colorless, tooled flared mouth with type 24 stopper - pontil scar, 
quart.  
GII-18    A crisp, detailed mold impression. The applied neck rings were 
added for strength and ease of handling. Fine conditon.   $200-400

66.  “J.D. Willoughby / Patented / January 4 1859” Fruit Jar Stopper, 
America, 1859-1870.  Cylindrical cast iron stopper with wingnut, black 
metal surface with white gasket, ht. 1 3/8 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches; (minor 
surface rust). 
This stopper fits jar L #3015 and 3016. Fine condition.   $150-300

67.  Teakettle Inkwell, America, 1840-1870.  Octagonal with eight concave 
panels and beveled base edge, medium plum amethyst, sheared mouth 
with brass collar - smooth base, ht. 1 7/8 inches, lgth. 3 1/4 inches; (brass 
cover is missing, light exterior high point wear). 
JLM #M115    A wonderful little inkwell with loads of glass character. 
Generally fine condition.   $250-500

68.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, possibly Dyottville Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Light to medium emerald green, 
sheared mouth - tubular pontil scar, pint; (1/4 inch pontil scar related 
flake on edge of base). 
GI-40c    A rare and eye appealing example with a beautiful color and 
wonderful glass clarity. Crisp and clean. Fine condition.   $1000-2000

69.  “Myers’ / Rock Rose / New Haven” Medicine Bottle, America, 1845-
1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied sloping 
collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 8 7/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 376    An eye appealing example with an unusually short neck 
and highly whittled panels. Fine condition.   $300-600

70.  “Greeley’s Bourbon / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  
Barrel form, rich pinkish copper, applied square collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 9 1/8 inches; (several pinpoint flakes on edge of mouth). 
R/H #G-101    An unusual color which changes depending on the lighting 
situation. Generally fine condition.   $400-800

71.  Freeblown Globular Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Brilliant light 
olive yellow, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 7/8 inches, 
greatest dia. 4 1/4 inches; (light exterior high point wear,). 
Similar in form and construction to MW color plate III, #2    The letters 
“Laso” have been lightly scratched onto the upper body. Generally fine 
condition.   $600-1200

72.  “Trade Mark / Lightning” Fruit Jar, America, 1875-1890.  Cylindrical, 
bright apple green, ground mouth with glass lid embossed “Patd Jan. 
5. 75. Reisd June 5. 77. Patd Apr. 25. 82.”, and wire bail - smooth base 
embossed “Putnam / 70”, half gallon; (1 3/8 inch crack around ground 
mouth, several grinding related flakes around mouth, the largest being 
1/2 inch). 
L #1489    A brilliant color which really catches your eye. Generally fine 
condition.   $150-300
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73.  Early Blown Spirits Flask, German half post construction, probably 
Germany, circa 1775.  Rectangular with beveled corners, colorless with 
an amethystine hue and multicolor enamel decorations, sheared mouth 
with threaded pewter collar and cap - pontil scar, ht. 6 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 225b    A wonderful example 
with numerous small bubbles and a somewhat different color. Fine 
condition.   $150-300

74.  Dip Mold Demijohn, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, medium 
yellow green, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 12 5/8 
inches, dia. 6 1/2 inches; (patchy interior haze, light exterior wear, several 
interior surface bubbles have disturbances of the cover glass). 
An oversized applied mouth and unusual color. Generally fine 
condition.   $250-500

75.  “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 
1860-1880.  Square tall log cabin form, 6 logs, bright golden yellowish 
apricot, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 7/8 inches.  
R/H #D-108    A brilliant example with oodles of small bubbles. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

76.  “Brant’s Indian / Pulmonary Balsam / M.T. Wallace / Proprietor” 
Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, aquamarine, applied 
sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 inches.  
AAM pg. 63    A highly whittled example with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $100-200

77.  “Peerless” Fruit Jar, America, 1863-1880.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, 
applied sloping collared mouth with ring, glass lid embossed “Patented 
Feb. 13 1863”, and iron yoke clamp - smooth base, quart.  
L #2322-1    A crisp, clean jar with bold embossing. Fine condition.    
 $150-300

78.  “Old Kentucky / Bourbon / 1849 / Reserve / Distilled In 1848. / A.M. 
Bininger & Co. 19 Broad St. N.Y.” Figural Whiskey Bottle, America, 
1860-1880.  Barrel form, medium amber, applied double collared mouth -  
pontil scar, ht. 8 inches; (1 1/2 inch surface bubble on neck and shoulder 
has slight disturbance of cover glass, light exterior high point wear). 
Similar to H #1170    A classic figural Bininger bottle that never goes out 
of style. Generally fine condition.   $200-400

79.  “Keen” - “P & W” Sunburst Flask, Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1830.  Medium olive amber, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GVIII-9    A crude flask with a strong mold impression. Fine condition.   
 $300-600

80.  “S. Smith. / Auburn N.Y” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Ten pin form, bright cobalt blue, applied heavy collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 8 1/4 inches; (light exterior high point wear with several rough 
spots on embossed lettering). 
A beautiful bottle in form and shading of color. Generally fine 
condition.   $400-800
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81.  “A.M. Bininger & Co. / 19 Broad St. / N.Y.” Figural Whiskey Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  In the form of a cannon barrel, golden yellowish 
amber, rough refired mouth opening - smooth base, ht. 12 1/2 inches; 
(light washable content residue). 
BB #BPK-30    A large and impressive figural bottle. Fine condition.    
 $600-1200

82.  “The Valve Jar Co / Philadelphia / Patent March 10th / 1868” Fruit 
Jar, America, 1868-1880.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, ground mouth with 
glass lid and wire coil clamp - smooth base, quart.  
L #28    Bold embossing and numerous small bubbles highlight this scarce 
and attractive jar. Fine condition.   $400-800

83.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, colorless, tooled flared 
mouth with type 4 stopper - pontil scar, quart.  
GIV-7    A scarce and attractive mold design. Fine condition.   $150-300

84.  “Washington” And Bust - “Jackson” And Bust Portrait Flask, 
Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1820-1840.  Medium olive 
amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point 
wear, light washable interior content residue, manufacturing roughness 
on side of mouth). 
GI-34    A pleasing New England color and glass which is filled with 
foamy bubbles. Generally fine condition.   $200-400

85.  “Clarke & Co / New. York.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-
1870.  Cylindrical, medium to deep olive green, applied sloping collared 
mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (light exterior high point wear, 1/4 
inch chip on inner edge of mouth). 
T #C-9:E Type VI    A crude example with surface swirls and bubbles. 
Generally fine condition.   $200-400

86.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, probably Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1840-1860.  Octagonal with concave panels, bright medium 
sapphire blue, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/4 inches, dia. 2 1/2 
inches; (moderate exterior high point wear, pinpoint bruise on one 
corner of base). 
Similar to C #140    A desirable form with highly whittled panels and 
a beautiful bright color. Also known as the “Baltimore Star”. Generally 
fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $300-600

87.  “F Knapp / Philada” Figural Medicine Bottle, America, 1880-1890.  
In the form of a bear, colorless, tooled square collared mouth - smooth 
base, lgth. 3 7/8 inches.  
H #1191    Retains contents, tax stamp and partial original label which 
reads “Bears’ Oil”. A nifty little bottle with great provenance. Fine 
condition.  Ex Charles B. Gardner collection.   $100-200

88.  Cut Overlay Scent Bottle, probably Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1865-1887.  Coin form, white milkglass 
cut to emerald green, brass collar and cover with colorless glass stopper -  
polished pontil scar, ht. 2 1/2 inches.  
Similar in construction to B/K #5008a    A little gem with an attractive 
color combination and form. Fine condition.  David Paar collection.    
 $150-300
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89.  Freeblown Utility Jar, probably England, 1780-1800.  Cylindrical, 
bright yellow olive, applied heavy collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 
inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 46, left    A great little jar in 
a lighter than usual color. Fine condition.   $250-500

90.  “Old Indian Liver & Kidney Tonic” Label Only Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1915-1919.  Oval form with flat label panel and fluted shoulders, 
light yellow green, tooled round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 7/8 
inches; (minor loss and wear to label). 
This bottle is referenced on pg. 66 of “Indian Bottles And Brands” by John 
Odell    Retains 98 % front and back labels. Beautiful color and attractive 
labels. Fine condition.   $150-300

91.  “Kossuth” And Bust - Tree Portrait Calabash Flask, America, 1850-
1875.  Light greenish aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth with 
ring - pontil scar, quart; (light scattered exterior wear marks). 
GI-113    A strong mold impression and subtle color. Fine condition.    
 $200-400

92.  “Howards / Vegetable” - “Cancer And / Canker Syrup” Medicine 
Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873.  
Rectangular with beveled corners, medium amber shading to yellow 
amber in the upper half, applied square collared mouth - smooth base, 
ht. 7 1/4 inches; (pinpoint flake on edge of mouth, reverse has some light 
surface stain near base). 
AAM pg. 249    Bold embossing and attractive shading highlight this 
fine example.   $2000-4000

93.  “Keystone / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, 
medium yellowish orange amber, tooled sloping collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 9 7/8 inches; (light interior haze). 
R/H #K-36    A crisp, clean example with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

94.  Lot Of Three Smelling Salts Bottles, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1860-1887.  Elliptical form with 
geometric pattern and rounded base, one has threaded neck, colorless 
with opaque tint, cobalt blue with an amethyst tone and emerald green, 
ground mouths - smooth bases, ht. 3 1/4 inches; (minor manufacturer’s 
grinding associated flakes from edges of mouths, green example has 1/4 
inch mouth bruise). 
MW plate 106, #17    Beautiful colors and forms. Fine condition.  Ex Bryan 
Grapentine collection, David Paar collection.   $200-400

95.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, colorless, tooled flared 
mouth with type 24 stopper - pontil scar, pint.  
GV-8    Retains copper label on chain marked “Madeira”. Scarce and 
attractive “Baroque” pattern. Fine condition.   $150-300

96.  “Bay City Soda Water / Co / SF” - “(Star)” Soda Water Bottle, 
America, 1870-1890.  Cylindrical, medium sapphire blue, applied heavy 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 1/8 inches; (lightly professionally 
cleaned). 
A beautiful and unusual color. Fine condition.   $200-400
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97.  Blown Three Mold Flip Glass, possibly Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical flaring to rim, 
colorless, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 5 5/8 inches, greatest dia. 4 3/4 inches.  
GII-18    Crystal clear glass which rings like a bell when tapped. Fine 
condition.   $150-300

98.  “Union” And Clasped Hands - Eagle Historical Flask, Midwest 
America, 1860-1870.  Bright orange amber, applied round collared 
mouth - smooth base, half pint.  
GXII-33    A bright example with no wear to be seen. Bold embossing. 
Fine condition.   $150-300

99.  Pressed Glass Tulip Vase, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1845-1865.  Octagonal tulip form attached 
with wafer to an octagonal base, brilliant medium amethyst, tooled 
rim - smooth base, ht. 10 inches; (two shallow 1/8 inch manufacturing 
flakes on edge of base). 
Similar in form and construction to B/K #3021 Type b    A wonderful 
example with an exceptional exterior surface and beautiful color. Fine 
condition.  Ex Bob Koren collection, David Paar collection.   $750-1500

100.  “Ogemaw Spring Water / (Bust Of Indian In Headdress) / Bay City, 
Mich.” Spring Water Bottle, America, 1912-1928.  Cylindrical, medium 
greenish aquamarine, tooled square collared mouth with metal bail and 
closure - smooth base embossed “Root”, ht. with closure 10 1/4 inches; 
(3/16 inch open bubble above embossing). 
This bottle is referenced on pg. 66 of “Indian Bottles And Brands” by 
John Odell    Attractive color and embossed Indian. Generally fine 
condition.   $150-300

101.  “Kimball’s / Jaundice / Bitters / Troy. N.H.” Bottle, a Stoddard 
glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Rectangular with 
beveled corners, bright golden olive amber in the shoulders shading to 
a more amber color in the base, applied sloping collared mouth - iron 
pontil mark, ht. 6 3/4 inches.  
R/H #K-42    This example is cruder than most with scores of bubbles 
and impurities in the glass. Fine condition.   $800-1600

102.  Teakettle Inkwell, possibly America, 1840-1870.  Square with 
beveled corners, medium cobalt blue, ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 
2 1/8 inches, lgth. 3 1/2 inches; (3/16 inch chip on a mold seam protrusion 
near base). 
JLM #M320    A very rare form also known as the “4X4”. This is the larger 
of two known sizes. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

103.  “Sawyers / Fluid Extract / Of Bark” Medicine Bottle, America, 
1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, rich bluish aquamarine, 
applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches.  
AAM pg. 460    This scarce bottle was produced for Dr. Sidney Sawyer 
of Chicago, Illinois. Fine condition with a wonderful exterior surface.    
 $400-800

104.  Early Freeblown Demijohn, New England, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical 
with sloping shoulders, medium forest green, applied sloping collared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 12 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear, two 
shallow 1/8 inch flakes on top edge of mouth). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 225, #1    Attractive, 
desirable sloped shoulder form. Generally fine condition.   $300-600
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105.  Cathedral Pickle Bottle, America, 1870-1890.  Hexagonal with 
fancy cathedral arches, rich greenish aquamarine, tooled round collared 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 13 1/8 inches.  
Similar to Z pg. 278, bottom right    A crude example with highly whittled 
panels and a string of slag winding around the bottle. Fine condition.    
 $200-400

106.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New York / 
Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
bright peachy topaz, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth 
base, pint.  
T #C-15B    Here’s one that has it all, a wild and splashy color, oodles of 
bubbles and a strong mold impression. Fine condition.   $600-1200

107.  Sunburst Flask, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 
1815-1830.  Light to medium yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, 
pint.  
GVIII-3    Eggshell thin glass and an attractive lighter color. Fine 
condition.   $500-1000

108.  Teakettle Inkwell, probably Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1840-1870.  Ten sided form, opalescent white 
milkglass with multicolored painted flowers, polished mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 2 1/2 inches, lgth. 3 3/8 inches; (brass collar and cover are missing). 
JLM #M204    A rare mold with nearly perfect painted surfaces. Fine 
condition.   $350-700

109.  Pattern Molded Salt Dish, 16 vertical ribs, Midwest America, 1820-
1840.  Cylindrical flaring to rim, colorless, inward folded rim - pontil 
scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/8 inches; (minor residue under 
folded rim). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 79, #5    An appealing little 
dish blown from a high quality metal. Fine condition.   $200-400

110.  “Swift’s / Syphilitic Specific” Medicine Bottle, America, 1860-
1880.  Oval with strap sides, cobalt blue, applied square collared mouth -  
smooth base, ht. 9 inches; (lightly professionally cleaned, manufacturing 
crazing where neck and mouth meet). 
AAM pg. 505    An attractive bottle in both color and form. Generally 
fine condition.   $250-500

111.  Freeblown Demijohn Bottle, New England, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical 
sloping shouldered form, medium olive amber, applied sloping collared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 11 3/8 inches; (moderate to heavy exterior wear, 
heavy interior content residue). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 225, top left    A wonderful 
early New England form with the sloping shoulders. Generally fine 
condition.   $300-600

112.  “Indian Vegetable / And / Sarsaparilla / Bitters / Geo. C. Goodwin /  
Boston” Bitters Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled 
corners, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
7 7/8 inches.  
R/H #I-25    A scarce bottle with very thin glass and crisp embossing. 
Fine condition.   $400-800
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113.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Light to 
medium olive green, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
5 1/16 inches; (faint 1/8 inch fissure on one side of body). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 46, #4    Attractive glass 
character and an interesting form highlight this example. Generally fine 
condition.   $150-300

114.  “Oldridge’s / Balm / Of Columbia / For Restoring / Hair / 
Philadelphia” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with 
concave corners, brilliant aquamarine, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, 
ht. 5 1/8 inches.  
This early hair bottle has an unusual form and very pronounced 
embossing. Fine condition.   $300-600

115.  “General Washington.” And Bust - Eagle Historical Flask, probably 
early Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Medium 
blue green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (1/4 inch surface bruise on 
edge of base, light exterior high point wear). 
GI-1    An attractive historical flask with bold embossing and stronger 
color.   $1000-2000

116.  “Travellers / (Full Figure Of Man With Cane) / Bitters / 1834 / 1870” 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Rectangular with rounded corners, medium 
yellowish amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 1/2 
inches; (light exterior high point wear, light patchy interior and exterior 
haze, embossing on shoulder is weak). 
R/H #T-54    A scarce bitters bottle from the civil War era possibly 
depicting Robert E. Lee as his horse’s name was “Traveller”. Fine 
condition.   $5000-10000

117.  “Saratoga / (Star) / Spring” Mineral Water Bottle, probably 
a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-18730.  
Cylindrical, brilliant yellow amber, applied sloping collared mouth with 
ring - smooth base, pint; (1 inch cooling fissure on ring of base). 
T #S-54:B Type 1    A lighter than normal color for this mold. Generally 
fine condition.   $150-300

118.  Cathedral Pickle Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square with beveled 
corners and fancy cathedral arches, light greenish aquamarine, tooled 
round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 11 7/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to Z pg. 456, top right    A beautiful 
bright bottle with highly whittled panels. Fine condition.   $200-400

119.  Two Blown Three Mold Hat Whimseys, Boston and Sandwich 
Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical top hat 
forms, colorless, tooled flared inward folded brims - pontil scars, ht. 2 3/8 
inches, greatest dia. 2 1/2 inches.  
GIII-8 and GIII-24    Attractive examples with strong mold impressions. 
Fine condition.   $200-400

120.  “Bryan’s / Pale / Ale.” Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  Cylindrical, rich 
yellow olive, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, 
ht. 9 1/2 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
A rare bottle with very bold embossing. Fine condition.   $400-800
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121.  Pattern Molded Creamer, expanded 11 diamond pattern, probably 
early Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Bulbous 
form flaring to rim with applied solid circular foot and handle, brilliant 
cobalt blue, tooled flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/4 
inches, greatest dia. 2 1/2 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 23, #11    Beautiful glass 
clarity and early form. Fine condition.   $1000-2000

122.  “Dr. Cooper’s / Ethereal / Oil / For / Deafness” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, 
tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 5/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 116    A little gem of a bottle considered very rare. Fine 
condition.  Ex Samuel J. Greer collection.   $200-400

123.  Blown Three Mold Handled Mug, Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical straight 
sided mug with solid applied handle, colorless, tooled rim - pontil scar, 
ht. 3 1/2 inches, dia. 2 3/4 inches.  
GIII-18    A scarce form with a strong mold impression. No handle 
attachment problems as is usual for this type of item. Fine condition.  
David Paar collection.   $500-1000

124.  “Drakes / Plantation / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Square tall log cabin form, 5 logs, medium apricot puce, applied sloping 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/4 inches; (light washable content 
residue). 
R/H #D-109    A much lighter color than normally seen on this bottle. 
Fine condition.   $400-800

125.  Pitkin Type Inkwell, probably 36 ribs swirled to the left, probably 
Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, Connecticut, 1783-1830.  Square with 
beveled corners, medium yellow olive, disc mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 1/2 
inches, base measures 2 1/4 inches by 2 1/4 inches; (light exterior high 
point wear, 1/8 inch surface bruise on edge of base). 
Similar in form and construction to C #1119    A scarce, early and desirable 
form in a lighter color than most. Generally fine condition.   $750-1500

126.  “Rock-Bridge. / Virginia. / Alum-Water.” Mineral Water Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Cylindrical, medium emerald green, applied square 
collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/4 inches; (3/16 inch chip on 
side of mouth). 
Unlisted    A bright, clean bottle with bold embossing. Extremely rare. 
None sold at auction in this size. Generally fine condition.   $2500-5000

127.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Bright olive 
yellow, applied collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 1/2 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 224, #11    Profuse surface 
swirls which can be felt as well as seen. Fine condition.   $300-600

128.  “Millville / Atomspheric / Fruit Jar” - “Whitall’s Patent / June 18th 
1861” Fruit Jar, America, 1861-1870.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied 
groove seal mouth, glass lid and iron yoke clamp with thumbscrew - 
smooth base, 68 oz.  
L #2183    An impressive jar in size and form. Fine condition.   $400-800
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129.  “Mascotte / Trade Mark Disk Immerser. Patd. Nov 30. 80 July 20. 
86” - “Pat. Nov. 23. 75. Sep. 12. 76” Fruit Jar Immerser, America, 1875-
1886.  Cylindrical with scalloped immerser, white milkglass, ht. 1 1/2 
inches, dia. 2 7/8 inches.  
This stopper fits jar L #1629. Fine condition.   $150-300

130.  “Romaine’s / Crimean / Bitters / Patend 1863 / W. Chilton & Co” 
Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square modified cabin form 
with columnar corners, bright yellowish amber, applied sloping collared 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 1/4 inches.  
R/H #R-86    A bright, clean bottle with beautiful glass clarity. Rare. Fine 
condition.   $750-1500

131.  Cut Glass Teakettle Inkwell, possibly Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1840-1870.  Octagonal, brilliant lime 
green, ground mouth with brass collar - polished pontil scar, ht. 2 1/4 
inches, lgth. 3 1/8 inches; (1 1/2 inch crack along edge of base, 1/4 inch 
bruise on one corner of base, 1/4 inch surface bruise on another corner). 
JLM #M152    A scarce form in a beautiful, bright eye catching color.    
 $200-400

132.  “Indian / Sarsaparilla / J.J. Mack & Co. / (Full Figure Of Indian) / 
San Francisco, Cal.” Medicine Bottle, America, 1870-1890.  Rectangular 
with beveled corners, aquamarine, tooled double collared mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 9 1/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 331    A scarce “Indian” bottle in fine condition.   $200-400

133.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass 
Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Medium blue green, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, quart; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
GI-39    A  bright flask with bold embossing. Fine condition.   $300-600 

134.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Rich olive 
yellow, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 5/8 inches; 
(shallow 3/16 open surface bubble at mid body). 
Similar in form and construction to KW fog. 47, #4    A beautiful example 
which is filled with small bubbles. Generally fine condition.   $200-400

135.  “Herzogthum Nassau / (Rampant Lion)” Mineral Water Bottle, 
possibly America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, medium orange amber, 
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (light 
exterior wear and stain). 
T #M-83    A rare and unusual mold. Retains an old sticker on the neck 
which reads “Dug in Ohio”. Generally fine condition.   $200-400

136.  Freeblown Pitcher, Midwest America, possibly Zanesville, Ohio, 
1820-1840.  Flowerpot form with applied solid strap handle, cobalt blue, 
tooled rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 
4 1/2 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to PG plate 29, left    A simple, appealing 
form with beautifully colored glass. Fine condition.   $1000-2000
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137.  “Johnson’s / Indian / Dyspeptic / Bitters” Bottle, America, 1840-
1860.  Rectangular with wide beveled corners, aquamarine, applied 
sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 1/2 inches.  
R/H #J-46    You would be hard pressed to find a better example of this rare 
bottle from Maine. Bold embossing and brilliant glass. Fine condition.    
 $250-500

138.  “Hampton’s / V. Tincture / Mortimer / & Mowbray / Balto” 
Medicine Bottle, probably Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 
1840-1860.  Oval, deep reddish puce, applied square collared mouth - 
tubular pontil scar, ht. 6 3/8 inches; (1/4 inch chip on edge of mouth). 
AAM pg. 216    A little beauty with bold embossing and a wonderful 
rich color. Generally fine condition.   $600-1200

139.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, 
Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, medium olive amber, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GIII-16    A classic New England decanter with a strong mold impression. 
Fine condition.   $400-800

140.  Teakettle Inkwell, France, 1840-1870.  Cylindrical “lotus leaf” form, 
light opaque green milkglass, polished mouth - smooth base, ht. 2 3/4 
inches, lgth. 3 3/8 inches; (brass collar and cover are missing). 
JLM #M253    A beautiful, eye appealing color. Fine condition.    
 $400-800

141.  “Patented / Dec. 3d 1861” Fruit Jar Lid, America, 1861-1870.  
Cylindrical with two raised rectangular lugs, cobalt blue, ht. 3/4 inch, 
dia. 2 1/2 inches; (several flakes along edge and on lugs, the largest 
being 1/4 inch). 
This lid fits jar L #2204. No cobalt jars are known for this cobalt lid. 
Generally fine condition.   $200-400

142.  “Mason’s / Patent / Nov. 30th / 1858” Fruit Jar, America, 1858-1880.  
Cylindrical, bright orange amber, ground mouth with metal screw lid 
marked “Ball” - smooth base, half gallon.  
L #1787    A very attractive jar with surface swirls and a beautiful bright 
color. Fine condition.   $300-600

143.  Blown Three Mold Flip Glass, possibly Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical flaring to rim, 
colorless, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 5 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 4 5/8 inches.  
GII-22    An eye appealing example in both size and mold design. Fine 
condition.   $200-400

144.  “Massena Spring / (Monogram) / Water” Mineral Water Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, medium blue green, applied sloping 
collared mouth with ring - smooth base, quart; (shallow 3/4 inch scratch 
on reverse of bottle). 
T #N-22    A scarce mold in a beautiful bright color. Generally fine 
condition.   $150-300
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145.  Pitkin Type Flask, ribbed and swirled to the right, 16 ribs, probably 
Midwest America, 1800-1830.  Bright yellow green, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, ht. 5 5/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 88, #8    This flask exhibits 
a vivid green color and a pleasing smaller size. Fine condition.  David 
Paar collection.   $400-800

146.  “Patd Octr 18th / 1864 / +” Fruit Jar Lid, America, 1864-1870.  
Cylindrical with two raised lugs, aquamarine, ht. 3/4 inch, dia. 2 7/16 
inches; (roughness and chips on lugs and edges). 
This lid fits jar L #2693 and 2694. One of the more interesting lids. 
Generally fine condition.   $100-200

147.  Freeblown Bowl, probably Midwest America, 1820-1845.  
Cylindrical flaring to rim, brilliant yellow, tooled and inward folded 
rim - pontil scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 5 1/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to PG color plate 2, right    An attractive 
size and form with abrilliant eye catching color. Fine condition.  David 
Paar collection.   $400-800

148.  “Brown’s / Celebrated / Indian Herb Bitters” - “Patented / Feb 
11. / 1868” Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1868-1880.  In the form of an 
Indian maiden, medium golden amber with gold painted highlights, 
ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 12 inches; (1/4 inch flake and grinding 
associated roughness on edge of mouth, minor loss of paint). 
R/H #B-226    It’s rare to find these with the original paint. Beautiful bright 
color. Generally fine condition.   $400-800

149.  “Dr.. A.C. McDill’s / Vermifuge.” Medicine Bottle, America, 1820-
1840.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
4 1/2 inches, dia. 7/8 inch.  
AAM pg. 343    A crisp, clean example. Fine condition.  Ex Samuel J. 
Greer collection.   $200-400

150.  Pressed And Blown Fluid Lamp, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1830-1840.  Bulbous beehive font 
and center knopf are connected with heavy disc wafers with a pressed 
quatrefoil base, colorless, sheared mouth with threaded ringed collar - 
pontil scar, ht. with burner 11 1/2 inches; (3/4 inch chip on corner of base). 
Similar construction techniques are noted on pgs. 51 and 72 of B/K    
Appealing glassblowing technique only used by the Boston and 
Sandwich Glass Company. Burner is made to accommodate a Liverpool 
lamp glass. Generally fine condition.   $600-1200

151.  Horse And Cart - Eagle Historical Flask, Coventry Glass Works, 
Coventry, Connecticut, 1830-1848.  Medium to deep yellowish amber, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GV-9    A bold, heavy flask with a good New England amber color. Fine 
condition.   $200-400

152.  Two Piece Mold Demijohn, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, rich 
cobalt blue, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 15 1/4 
inches.  
A rare and beautiful color for a bottle of this type. Fine condition.    
 $750-1500
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153.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, Willington 
Glass Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Brilliant medium 
orange amber with some red tones, applied double collared mouth - 
smooth base, half pint; (1/2 inch area of manufacturing roughness on 
the shoulder). 
GII-63    A handsome example with oodles of small bubbles and no wear. 
Fine condition.   $200-400

154.  Freeblown Open Salt, probably Mantua Glass Works, Mantua, 
Ohio, 1822-1829.  Cylindrical base flaring to almost an oval form at mid 
body, medium amethyst, irregular inward folded rim - pontil scar, ht. 
1 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 3 3/8 inches.  
A wonderful piece of early American blown tableware. Fine condition.   
 $600-1200

155.  “Patented / June 12th 1866” Fruit Jar Lid, probably Whitney Glass 
Works, Glassboro, New Jersey, 1866-1880.  Cylindrical with two raised 
oval lugs and screw threads, light bluish aquamarine, ht. 3/4 inch, dia. 
3 1/4 inches; (3/8 inch chip on edge of lid, manufacturing roughness on 
threads). 
This lid fits jar L #2967. Bold embossing. Generally fine condition.    
 $50-100

156.  “Washington Spring Co / (Washington Bust) / Ballston Spa / 
N.Y.” - “C” Mineral Water Bottle, Congress & Empire Spring Company 
Glass Works, Saratoga, New York, 1865-1889.  Cylindrical, rich emerald 
green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; 
(exterior wear and scratches). 
T #S-61    A scarce mold. Generally fine condition.   $400-800

157.  “The Magic / (Star) / Fruit Jar” Fruit Jar, America, 1886-1900.  
Cylindrical, brilliant yellow amber, ground mouth with metal and wire 
clamp and glass lid embossed “Clamp Pat. March 30th 1886” - smooth 
base, half gallon; (light surface rust on metal and wire clamp). 
L #1606    Big, bold, whittled and beautiful. Fine condition.   $1500-3000

158.  “The Mountain / Indian Ointment” Label Only Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Twelve sided, aquamarine, tooled flared mouth - 
pontil scar, ht. 4 7/8 inches; (3/16 inch chip on flared mouth, loss and 
wear to label). 
The label also reads in part “Dr. Bowman, Stanfordville, Dutchess Co., 
N.Y.”. Generally fine condition.   $200-400

159.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, 
Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, deep yellow olive, disc 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 1/2 inches, dia. 2 1/8 inches.  
GIII-29    This example has a bold mold impression and a bit more green 
than others of its kind. Fine condition.   $150-300

160.  “West India / Stomach Bitters” - “St. Louis Mo.” Bitters Bottle, 
America, 1870-1880.  Square with beveled corners, medium yellowish 
orange amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base embossed 
“WIMCo”, ht. 8 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
R/H #W-79    A scarce bottle in an attractive bright color. Embossed 
lettering has been painted white. Fine condition.   $150-300
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161.  “J. Dowdall” - “Union Glass Works Phila. / Superior / Mineral-
Water” Bottle, Union Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1845-
1860.  Cylindrical with 10 sided mug base, rich cobalt blue, applied 
heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/8 inches; (light patchy 
interior haze). 
Bold embossing and a vibrant color. Fine condition.   $1500-3000

162.  Two Blown Three Mold Drinking Vessels, America, 1820-1840.  
Cylindrical flaring to rim with heavy circular bases, colorless, tooled 
rims - pontil scars, ht. 3 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 3 inches.  
GI-6    A pleasing early mold design. Fine condition.   $200-400

163.  “J & I E M” Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Domed with 
offset neck, bright honey amber, ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 1 3/4 
inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches; (ground mouth and one corner of base have 
been lightly polished, 1/8 inch open bubble and flake on edge of base). 
C #627    Great color.   $200-400

164.  Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, probably Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1830-1850.  Light sea green, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point wear, a fine wire 
is wrapped around the neck). 
GIII-7    A wonderful little flask in a delicate color. Fine condition.    
 $200-400

165.  “N. Wood / Portland / ME” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Rectangular with wide beveled corners, aquamarine, applied double 
collared mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (light patchy interior 
haze). 
AAM pg. 579    A crisp, clean example with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $150-300

166.  “A.S. Hopkins / Union Stomach / Bitters” Bottle, America, 1860-
1880.  Square with beveled corners, medium amber, applied sloping 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (pinpoint flakes on edge 
of panel and top of mouth). 
R/H #H-178    A rare bottle with great provenance. Generally fine 
condition.  Ex Carlyn Ring collection.   $400-800

167.  Pattern Molded Pocket Flask, 16 vertical ribs, possibly America, 
1783-1830.  Flattened ovoid form, bright yellow olive, tooled flared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 9/16 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 233, #14    A beautiful 
bright and bubbly example. Fine condition.   $600-1200

168.  “Harkness / Fire / Destroyer” Fire Grenade, America, 1870-1890.  
Spherical with horizontal ribs on body and neck, medium Prussian blue, 
ground mouth - smooth base, ht. 6 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 4 1/4 inches; 
(faint 1/4 inch grinding associated bruise on inner edge of mouth). 
A scarce grenade in a rare and wonderful color. Fine condition.    
 $600-1200
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169.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous with two applied neck 
rings, colorless, tooled flared mouth with solid glass stopper - pontil 
scar, half pint.  
GIII-6    A little beauty in size and form. Fine condition.   $200-400

170.  Pressed Glass Spoon Holder, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1840-1870.  Hexagonal, brilliant peacock blue, 
mold formed rim - polished pontil scar, ht. 5 1/8 inches; (shallow 1/4 inch 
flake on inner edge of rim). 
B/K # 1179    This pattern is known as the “Sandwich Star” or “Quarter 
Diamond”. Beautiful stunning color. Generally fine condition.    
 $300-600

171.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Bright 
golden olive amber, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/2 
inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to KW fig. 99A, right    A pleasing plump 
form and beautiful amber color. Fine condition.   $200-400

172.  “Dr. Browder’s / Compound Syrup / Of Indian Turnip” Medicine 
Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with wide beveled corners, 
aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 3/4 inches.  
AAM pg. 68    A bright example with foamy bubbles and impurities 
winding around the lower half of the bottle. Fine condition.   $200-400

173.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass 
Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Light sea green, applied 
round collared mouth - pontil scar, quart; (1 inch chip on edge of base). 
GI-47    A handsome flask with highly whittled panels and numerous 
small bubbles. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

174.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, 
Connecticut, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, medium to deep olive green, tooled 
disc mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
GII-2    Good color and good mold impression. Fine condition.    
 $150-300

175.  “Clarke & Co. / New York” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1845-
1860.  Cylindrical, medium bluish green, applied sloping collared mouth 
with ring - iron pontil mark, pint; (professionally cleaned with overall 
wear and scratching). 
T #C-9:A Type III    A scarce bottle which has seen its share of use. 
Generally fine condition.   $150-300

176.  “Old Sachem / Bitters / And / Wigwam Tonic” Figural Bitters 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, medium yellowish orange 
amber, applied round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/4 inches.  
R/H #O-46    A crisp, clean example with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $300-600
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177.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New 
Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Sixteen sided form, medium olive amber, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/8 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches; (light exterior wear). 
L/P plate 9, #7    A scarce form in a pleasing New England color. Fine 
condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $200-400

178.  Freeblown Utility Jar, probably England, 1815-1830.  Cylindrical, 
light yellow green with a yellow amber striation winding around the jar, 
tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 inches, greatest dia. 5 1/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 289, left    An attractive 
early form and color combination. Fine condition.   $300-600

179.  “Vegitable / Rheumatic / Drops” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-
1860.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
4 5/8 inches, dia. 1 3/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 540    An extremely rare, bright bottle. Interesting to note the 
misspelled “Vegetable”. Fine condition.  Ex Samuel J. Greer collection.   
 $100-200

180.  “Doctor / Fisch’s Bitters” - “W.H. Ware / Patented 1866” Figural 
Bitters Bottle, America, 1866-1880.  In the form of a fish, medium orange 
amber, applied round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 11 1/2 inches.  
R/H #F-44    This example has bolder embossing than most with a see 
through color from top to bottom. Fine condition.   $300-600

181.  “John. H. Gardner & Son / Sharon Springs / N.Y.” - “Sharon / 
Sulphur / Water” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
medium blue green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth 
base, pint.  
T #N-32    A scarce bottle with a pristine exterior surface and beautiful 
color. Fine condition.   $300-600

182.  Early Scent Bottle, America, 1820-1840.  Flattened ovoid form with 
oval concave medallion on each side, diamond diapering pattern on one 
side, other side is plain, opalescent white milkglass, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, ht. 3 inches.  
Similar to McK plate 241, #8    This rare scent appears to be a varient of 
the famous “Peace and Plenty” scent pictured by Bill Ham in his article 
“Sunbursts & Similar Scents”, AB&GC, 1988. Fine condition.   $400-800

183.  Double Eagle Historical Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, 
New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Medium olive amber, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, pint.  
GII-84    A wear free example with strong greenish tones and a longer 
neck than most. Fine condition.   $200-400

184.  “All / Right” - “Patd Jan 26th 1868.” Fruit Jar, America, 1868-1890.  
Cylindrical, aquamarine, ground mouth with metal domed shaped lid 
and wire clamp - smooth base embossed “Patd Nov 26 / 1867”, half gallon; 
(domed lid and metal clamp have surface rust, 1 inch area of chipping 
on edge of ground mouth). 
L #60    Bold embossing and attractive surface swirls make this one stand 
out. Generally fine condition.   $100-200
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185.  “Mason’s / Patent / Nov 30th / 1858” Fruit Jar, America, 1900-1920.  
Cylindrical, light to medium yellow green with profuse yellow olive 
striations, A.B.M. mouth with zinc lid marked “Ball” - smooth base, 
half gallon.  
L #1787    This eye catching jar has beautiful striations and crisp 
embossing. Fine condition.   $300-600

186.  “C.A. Cole / Cole & Co / C.F. Brown” (In Oval) - “Baltimore / 
No.118 / North Howard” (In Oval) Soda Water Bottle, possibly Baltimore 
Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-1880.  Ten pin form, medium 
sapphire blue, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 1/4 
inches; (professionally cleaned with remaining wear marks and spotty 
interior haze). 
A scarce bottle in a pretty, bright color. Generally fine condition.    
 $400-800

187.  “James. S / Mason & Co” Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Octagonal, aquamarine, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/16 
inches, dia. 2 1/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to C #118    A boldy embossed ink not 
listed in Covill’s text. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $200-400

188.  “Keen” - “P & W” Sunburst Flask, Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  Medium yellowish 
amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (light exterior high point 
wear). 
GVIII-9 and H #796    A scarce color for this mold. Fine condition.  Ex 
Charles B. Gardner collection.   $400-800

189.  Pattern Molded Master Salt, 21 ribs swirled to the right, Midwest 
America, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical bowl form with applied knop stem 
and solid circular foot, medium sapphire blue with some deeper cobalt 
striations, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 4 inches.  
Nearly identical to Henry Ford Museum accession number 00.4.4852. 
Fine condition.   $1200-2400

190.  “Compound / Balsam Of / Hoarhound / Colds Coughs / And / 
Consumption / John. M. Winslow / Rochester. N.Y” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners and base edges, 
aquamarine, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 112    A crude and very rare bottle with lots of embossing. Fine 
condition.  Ex Samuel J. Greer collection.   $200-400

191.  “Curtis & Trall / New-York” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied square collared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 7/8 inches; (minor loss and wear to label). 
AAM pg. 111    Retains 98% original label which reads in part “Cholera /  
Syrup. / Prepared / And Sold / Genuine / 43 Bowery / Opposite the / 
Theatre, / New York / By S.D. Trall, Botanic Druggist”. Fine condition.   
 $200-400

192.  “Suffolk Bitters” - “Philbrook & Tucker / Boston” Figural Bitters 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  In the form of a reclining pig, bright yellow 
amber, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, lgth. 10 1/4 inches; 
(light patchy interior haze). 
R/H #S-217    A brighter than normal color with bold embossing and a 
whittled surface. Fine condition.   $1000-2000
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193.  “Susquehanna / Mineral Springs / Pennsylvania” Mineral Water 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, medium emerald green, applied 
sloping collared mouth - smooth base, quart; (light scattered exterior 
wear marks, 3/8 inch open bubble on inner ring of base). 
T #M-51    A rare bottle with a highly whittled surface and bold 
embossing. Fine condition.   $2500-5000

194.  “A. Stone & Co / 1 / Philada” Fruit Jar Stopper, America, 1845-1860.  
Cylindrical with two raised circular lugs and two heavy threads, light 
aquamarine, ht. 1 1/8 inches, dia. 1 7/8 inches; (1/8 inch flake on edge of 
cover, minor roughness on threads). 
This stopper fits jar L #2748-2. Generally fine condition.   $100-200

195.  Freeblown Covered Storage Jar, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical 
with two applied horizontal rings, domed cover with applied finial 
and ring, colorless with sapphire blue rings on body, tooled rim - pontil 
scar, ht. with cover 9 1/8 inches, dia. 4 1/8 inches; (1/8 inch chip on edge 
of finial). 
Generally fine condition.   $200-400

196.  “Sol Frank’s / Panacea / Bitters / Frank Hayman & Rhine / Sole 
Proprietors / New York” Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Cylindrical lighthouse form, medium honey amber, applied sloping 
collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 10 1/8 inches; (just a hint of 
exterior high point wear). 
R/H #F-79    A rare figural bottle with a pleasing form. Fine condition.    
 $1200-2400

197.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass 
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Medium olive amber, 
applied double collared mouth - smooth base, half pint.  
GII-63    This flask has what appears to be an early attempt of applying 
a double collared mouth to a sheared neck. Fine condition.   $200-400

198.  “Carlsbader. / Thermal / Wasser” Base Embossed Mineral Water 
Bottle, Germany, 1870-1890.  Cylindrical, rich cobalt blue with deeper 
blue and olive green striations, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 10 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch repair on top edge of mouth). 
A very eye appealing bottle with a wonderful exterior surface and 
beautiful color. A fantastic window bottle! $150-300

199.  “G. &. Rs / American / Writing Fluid” Ink Bottle, America, 1840-
1860.  Conical, aquamarine, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/2 
inches, dia. 2 1/4 inches.  
C #10    A crude whittled example with both large and small bubbles. 
Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $300-600

200.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Light yellow 
green, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 inches; (minor 
manufacturing roughness on top edge of mouth). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 224, #8    A subtle, attractive 
color not often seen in this form. Fine condition.   $200-400
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201.  Blown Three Mold Open Salt, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1825-1835.  Cylindrical with pinched mid 
body and drawn circular foot from the same gather, colorless, tooled 
rim - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/16 inches, rim dia. 2 7/8 inches.  
GIII-21, similar in form and construction to B/K #1432    A wonderful 
example of early American blown three mold tableware. Fine condition.  
David Paar collection.   $250-500

202.  Freeblown Vase, possibly New York state, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical 
tapering to flared mouth, olive green with milkglass inclusions, tooled 
flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/4 inches; 
(several inclusions have disturbances of the cover glass, purely in 
manufacturing). 
Similar forms and construction techniques are noted on McK plate 69, 
top    An early piece with an appealing form and size. Fine condition.    
 $300-600

203.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New 
Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Octagonal, medium yellowish amber, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/2 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to C #145    A crude little bottle with an 
orange peel exterior surface. Fine condition.   $200-400

204.  “Hartell’s Glass Air-Tight Cover / Patented / Oct. 19, 1858.” Fruit Jar 
Lid, America, 1858-1870.  Cylindrical with internal lugs, rich aquamarine, 
ht. 1 1/4 inches, dia. 3 9/16 inches.  
This lid fits jar L #1211. Fine condition.   $100-200

205.  “East Clarion / Spring / Elk Co. Penna” Mineral Water Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, light blue green, applied sloping 
collared mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (3/8 inch chip on lower 
bevel of applied mouth). 
T #M-14:B    A rare mold with no public auction record. Generally fine 
condition.   $350-700

206.  “Hall’s / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form, 
medium orange amber, applied square collared mouth - smooth base, 
ht. 9 inches.  
R/H #H-10    Retains 99% of the original label. Fine condition.   $300-600

207.  Blown Molded Back Bar Decanter, possibly New England, 1840-
1860.  Twelve sided flaring to shoulder, brilliant canary yellow, heavy 
applied double collared mouth - polished pontil scar, ht. 10 inches; (1/16 
inch surface bruise on a panel edge, light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to B/K #1256    An impressive bottle 
in color, weight and form. Generally fine condition.  David Paar 
collection.   $400-800

208.  “Washington” And Bust - Taylor Bust And “Bridgeton * New 
Jersey” Portrait Flask, Bridgeton Glass Works, Bridgeton, New Jersey, 
1840-1855.  Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior 
high point wear, pinpoint flake on inner edge of mouth). 
GI-24    A strongly embossed flask with lots of small bubbles.   $200-400
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209.  Pattern Molded Figural Bottle, 30 horizontal ribs, probably Europe, 
1820-1860.  In the form of a dog with applied head, feet, ears, tail and 
head tuft, brilliant cobalt blue, applied mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 
7 1/8 inches, lgth. 9 1/4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to GW pg. 17, middle left    A colorful 
and interesting figural whimsey bottle. Fine condition.   $250-500

210.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Bright 
olive yellow, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 
11 1/4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 225, #6    A larger than 
average example with attractive surface swirls and a bright color. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

211.  “Bourbon Whiskey / Bitters.” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Barrel form, smokey pinkish topaz, applied square collared mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 9 1/4 inches; (1/16 inch chip on edge of mouth). 
R/H #B-171    An unusual color and nicely whittled glass. Generally fine 
condition.   $300-600

212.  “The / Van Vliet / Jar / Of 1881” Fruit Jar, America, 1881-1900.  
Cylindrical tapering to mouth, aquamarine, ground mouth with metal 
yoke clamp and thumbscrew, and glass lid embossed “Pat May 3d 
1881” - smooth base with embossed “1”, half gallon; (light surface rust 
on metal yoke clamp). 
L #2878    One of the more eye appealing fruit jars with the tapering form 
and odd closure. Bold embossing. Fine condition.   $800-1600

213.  Miniature Pattern Molded Sparking Lamp, 17 expanded diamond 
pattern, possibly Midwest America, 1820-1840.  Ovoid form with applied 
solid circular foot, aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. with 
burner 3 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 inches.  
A little beauty of a lamp with a wonderful form and size. Tin and cork 
burner is maked “Patent”.   $600-1200

214.  “Clarke & Co. / New York” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-
1870.  Cylindrical, medium olive amber, applied sloping collared mouth 
with ring - smooth base, pint.  
T #C-9:A Type III    This variant is not listed as having a smooth base. 
Fine condition.   $200-400

215.  “Excelsior / Herb Bitters / J.V. Mattison / Washington. N.J.” Figural 
Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Rectangular modified cabin form, 
medium yellowish amber, applied square collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 10 inches; (two pinpoint flakes on side of mouth, 1/4 inch 
manufacturing flake from under applied mouth). 
R/H #E-65    A rare bottle with attractive shading of color. Generally fine 
condition.   $750-1500

216.  “A. Stone & Co / Philada” Fruit Jar Stopper, America, 1845-1860.  
Hollow cylinder with two raised cylindrical lugs and two heavy threads, 
light to medium blue green, ht. 1 1/4 inches, dia. 2 7/16 inches; (several 
surface “crazing” lines). 
This stopper fits jar L #2750-2. Fine condition.   $200-400
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217.  Scroll Flask, probably Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, Kentucky, 
1845-1860.  Medium orange amber shading to ruby red in the body and 
base, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GIX-10    A rare and exotic color combination make this one special. Fine 
condition.   $1000-2000

218.  “Original / Pocohontas / Bitters / Y. Ferguson.” Figural Bitters 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Barrel form with ten rings above and 
below embossed center panel, bright bluish aquamarine, applied square 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 1/8 inches; (1/4 inch chip on side of 
mouth, small potstone on reverse has several tiny radiations). 
R/H #O-86    A rare bottle in generally fine condition.   $1500-3000

219.  Blown And Cut Tumbler With Andrew Jackson Cameo, Bakewell, 
Page and Bakewell Glass Works, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, c. 1825.  
Cylindrical with cut vertical flutes around base, colorless glass, white 
clay cameo, tooled rim - polished pontil scar, ht. 3 5/16 inches, greatest 
dia. 2 15/16 inches; (1/8 inch flake on rim, several flakes on edge of base, 
the largest being 1/4 inch). 
Exact item is pictured on pg. 140 of “Artistry and Innovation in Pittsburgh 
Glass, 1808-1882” by Arlene Palmer    Reverse of cameo is marked “Gen 
Jackson”. Historically important and rare. This is one of two tumblers 
having cut flutes as the sole decoration, the other is a Washington tumbler 
in the “Met”. Generally fine condition.  Ex Rex Stark collection, David 
Paar collection.   $4000-8000

220.  Utility Jar, dip mold construction, probably England, 1780-1800.  
Cylindrical, medium to deep olive green, applied sloping collared mouth -  
pontil scar, ht. 8 inches, dia. 4 3/8 inches; (several surface bubbles have 
minor disturbances of cover glass). 
Similar in form and construction to AG plate 40, #2    A very crude jar with 
numerous bubbles and a wonderful exterior surface. Fine condition.    
 $400-800

221.  Smelling Salts Bottle, probably American Glass Company, South 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1847-1857.  Rectangular corset waisted form 
with fancy shoulders and base, marbleized shades of light blue and 
milkglass, ground mouth with threaded cap - smooth base, ht. 2 5/8 
inches; (manufacturing mouth roughness from grinding). 
Similar in form and construction to “The Glass Industry In South Boston” 
by Joan Kaiser, #163    Rare form and color combination. Fine condition.  
Ex Bryan Grapentine collection, David Paar collection.   $125-250

222.  “Patented / Dec 3d 1861” Fruit Jar Lid, America, 1861-1870.  
Cylindrical with raised rectangular lugs, aquamarine, ht. 15/16 inch, dia. 
2 1/2 inches; (1/2 inch chip on top of one lug). 
This lid fits jar L #2204 through L #2208. Generally fine condition.    $50-100

223.  “Cold Indian Spring Water Co. / (Bust Of Indian In Headdress) /  
This Bottle Loaned / Not Sold / Five Pints” Spring Water Bottle, 
America, 1900-1930.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, tooled round collared 
mouth with metal bail and porcelain stopper - smooth base, ht. with 
closure 12 3/4 inches; (light interior stain in base area). 
This bottle is referenced on pg. 16 of “Indian Bottles And Brands” by 
John Odell    This bottle is believed to be from Wayside, New Jersey. 
Bold embossing. Fine condition.   $100-200

224.  “National / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  In the form 
of an ear of corn, bright yellow, applied mouth with ring - smooth base 
embossed “Patent / 1867”, ht. 12 3/8 inches; (1/8 inch manufacturing 
cooling fissure on neck ring). 
R/H #N-8    This exceptional color is the one would want to have for this 
bottle. Fine condition.   $1200-2400
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225.  “Herron’s Ink” Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, 
inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 inches, dia. 2 inches; (white residue 
under rolled mouth, lightly professionally cleaned). 
Unlisted in Covill’s text    A fragile little bottle with eggshell thin glass 
and bold embossing. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $300-600

226.  Dip Molded Snuff Bottle, probably England, 1800-1830.  
Rectangular with wide beveled corners, light to medium yellow green, 
applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/8 inches.  
Fine condition.   $200-400

227.  Hunter - Fisherman Pictorial Calabash Flask, probably Whitney 
Glass Works, Glassboro, New Jersey, 1845-1860.  Medium salmon puce, 
applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, quart; (light exterior 
high point wear). 
GXIII-4    The obverse of this flask is lettered in faded gold paint, “Dr. 
Taylor’s / Olive Branch / Bitters”. Fine condition.   $1000-2000

228.  Pattern Molded Bowl, expanded 11 diamond pattern on bowl, 
14 vertical ribs on base, possibly early Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical bowl on an applied funnel foot, 
inward folded rim, bright cobalt blue, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 3 1/8 
inches, greatest dia. 4 1/4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 31, #4    Strong mold 
impression and vivid blue color. Fine condition.   $500-1000

229.  Eagle - “Willington / Glass / Co” Historical Flask, Willington Glass 
Works, West Willington, Connecticut, 1860-1872.  Medium olive green, 
applied double collared mouth - smooth base, half pint.  
GII-63    A handsome flask with lots of small bubbles. Fine condition.    
 $200-400

230.  “Dr. M. Bowman’s / Genuine / Healing / Balsam” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, colorless, tooled flared mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 4 3/16 inches.  
Similar to AAM pg. 60    Retains 90 % label which reads in part “The 
Celebrated / Indian Liniment! / Prepared And Sold By The Proprietor, 
J.Q. Adams, Orford, N.H.” An interesting example of a bottle being 
“recycled” by another company.   $200-400

231.  “Pacific Congress / Water” Bottle, America, 1870-1880.  Cylindrical, 
bluish aquamarine, applied heavy collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 
7 1/4 inches; (light overall wear and haze). 
Here’s one that you don’t see too often. Generally fine condition.    
 $150-300

232.  Pressed Glass Back Bar Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1840-1860.  Octagonal flaring to 
shoulder with neck ring, brilliant medium amethyst, heavy applied 
double collared mouth - polished pontil scar, ht. 10 1/4 inches; (just a 
touch of exterior high point wear). 
B/K #1256a    A wonderful early bar decanter constructed from high 
quality metal. Fine condition.  David Paar collection.   $500-1000
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233.  Blown Three Mold Pitcher, probably Midwest America, 1820-1840.  
Bulbous with applied solid handle, brilliant greenish aquamarine, tooled 
rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 7 5/8 inches; (handle finial has been 
broken away). 
GII-27    Rare in size and color. Strong mold impression. Generally fine 
condition.  Bob Koren collection.   $1000-2000

234.  “E.G. Booz’s / Old Cabin / Whiskey / 120 Walnut St.. / Philadelphia /  
1840 / E.G. Booz’s / Old Cabin / Whiskey” Figural Bottle, Whitney 
Glass Works, Glassboro, New Jersey, 1860-1870.  Rectangular modified 
cabin form, medium yellowish amber, applied sloping collared mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 7 3/4 inches; (1/2 inch area of manufacturing mold seam 
roughness on one side of neck, light overall interior haze). 
GVII-3    A boldly embossed example of this bottle collecting classic. Fine 
condition.   $2000-4000

235.  Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Octagonal, medium 
yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 5/8 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches; 
(light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to C #141    The long neck gives this 
example an unusual and pleasing form. Beautiful color. Fine condition.  
Bill Dyer collection.   $200-400

236.  “Indian Turnip / Pectoral / Balm / B. Laplace / Chemist. / N. 
Orleans” Medicine Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  Rectangular with 
beveled corners, bluish aquamarine, applied double collared mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 7 1/8 inches; (light patchy exterior wear marks, pinpoint 
flakes on edges of base and side panels). 
AAM pg. 305    A scarce bottle from the “Big Easy”. Generally fine 
condition.   $100-200

237.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Bulbous, colorless, tooled flared 
mouth - pontil scar, quart.  
GI-7 Type 3, Type 2 stopper    A simple and elegant design. Retains 
contemporary pewter “Sherry” badge. Fine condition.   $150-300

238.  Eagle And “Pittsburgh / PA” - Eagle Historical Flask, Pittsburgh 
district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870.  Medium forest green, 
applied mouth with ring - smooth base, pint.  
GII-106    A pristine flask with in a wonderful bright color. A better 
example would be hard to find. Fine condition.   $400-800

239.  “Constitutional / Beverage / W. Olmstead & Co. / New York.” 
Bitters Type Bottle, America, 1868-1878.  Rectangular with beveled 
corners, yellowish honey amber, applied square collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 10 1/8 inches; (pinpoint flake on beveled corner, light exterior 
high point wear). 
R/H #C-224 L    This example is more crude than most having 
many bubbles and an “orange peel” exterior surface. Generally fine 
condition.   $400-800

240.  “Griffen’s Patent / Oct 7 1862” Lid Embossed Fruit Jar, America, 
1862-1870.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, ground mouth with iron cage like 
clamp and embossed glass lid - smooth base, quart, lid dia. 2 3/4 inches; 
(shallow 1/4 inch open surface bubble on side, light surface rust on iron 
clamp, 1/8 inch open bubble on side of lid). 
L #1155    A scarce jar with one of the more unusual clamps. Generally 
fine condition.   $300-600
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241.  “Phoenix / Bitters / Price 1 Dollar / John Moffat / New York” Bitters 
Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with wide beveled corners, 
medium to deep yellow olive, heavy outward folded mouth - tubular 
pontil scar, ht. 5 1/2 inches; (potstone on a beveled panel has three 1/8 
inch legs, light exterior high point wear). 
R/H #M-113    An attractive example with numerous small bubbles and 
bold embossing. Generally fine condition.   $1000-2000

242.  “M’Connell.s / Sarsaparilla / Cincinnati / Ohio” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, greenish 
aquamarine, applied heavy collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 7/8 
inches.  
D pg. 90    An extremely rare bottle with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $1000-2000

243.  “F. Gleason / Rochester / N.Y” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1860-
1880.  Ten pin form, light sapphire blue, applied sloping collared 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 1/8 inches; (several chips on top and bottom 
edges of mouth, the largest being 1/4 inch, 1/4 inch chip on edge of base). 
A scarce and beautiful color. Generally fine condition.  Ex Robert 
Pattridge collection.   $200-400

244.  Early Snuff Bottle, two piece mold construction, possibly America, 
1815-1830.  Square with beveled corners, light to medium sea green, 
tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 5/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 75, #6    A big, bold jar 
with a fully intact flared mouth. Fine condition.   $300-600

245.  “Trade Mark The Mason Disk Protector Cap / Patd Nov 30th 
1880” Fruit Jar Lid With Immerser, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
gray zinc cover with white milkglass immerser, ht. 1 1/4 inches, greatest 
dia. 3 inches; (minor wear to zinc cover). 
Immerser is embossed “Patented / Nov. 30, 1880.” This cover fits jar L 
#2131.  Fine condition.   $50-100

246.  Fancy Peppersauce Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Pyramid form with 
roped corners, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, 
ht. 11 1/8 inches.  
An unusual bottle with two opposing sides having 4 inch rectangular 
slug plate areas. Fine condition.   $200-400

247.  “Myers’ / Rock Rose / New Haven” Medicine Bottle, America, 
1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, aquamarine, applied 
sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 3/4 inches.  
AAM pg. 376    Although similar to the other example being sold this 
bottle has subtle differences in the mold design as well as a long neck. 
Fine condition.  Ex Samuel J. Greer collection.   $350-700

248.  Utility Jar, three piece mold construction, a Stoddard glasshouse, 
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873.  Cylindrical, bright golden yellow, 
applied square collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 1/2 inches, dia. 3 1/2 
inches; (shallow 3/16 inch flake on edge of base). 
L/P plate 11, #5    This is the brightest most eye appealing example we 
have encountered. Generally fine condition.   $400-800
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249.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / CW / New 
York / Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, Congress & Empire Spring 
Company Glass Works, Saratoga, New York, 1866-1889.  Cylindrical, 
rich olive green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth 
base, half pint.  
T #S-14:C    A little beauty in fine condition. Listed as scarce.   $200-400

250.  Cathedral Pickle Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square with beveled 
corners and fancy cathedral arches, light yellowish green, tooled round 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 11 3/4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to Z pg. 456, top right    A crude “orange 
peel” exterior surface and an attractive green color. Fine condition.    
 $150-300

251.  “Patented / 1 / Sept. 2. 1884 / Aug. 4. 1885” Fruit Jar Lid, 3 piece 
construction, America, 1884-1890.  Cylindrical with metal ring and thumb 
screw, aquamarine, ht. 1 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/4 inches; (light surface 
wear on metal parts). 
This stopper fits jar L #1452. Fine condition.   $100-200

252.  “Smith’s / Green Mountain / Renovator / East. Georgia VT” 
Medicine Bottle, probably a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New 
Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Rectangular with wide beveled corners, medium 
olive amber, applied double collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 
inches; (front and back panels have been polished). 
AAM pg. 481    Lighter in color than most with “see through” glass from 
top to bottom. Generally fine condition.   $1000-2000

253.  Sailor - Banjo Player Pictorial Flask, possibly Maryland Glass 
Works of J.L. Chapman, Baltimore, Maryland, 1849-1862.  Brilliant orange 
amber, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, half pint; (exterior 
high point wear, tiny potstone near base has a 1/8 inch radiation, two 
pinpoint flakes on edge of base). 
GXIII-8    Obverse of flask is lightly etched on both sides of the embossed 
figure “H.W. Gallimore’s / bottle / H.W. Gallimore / Stoes Hill / 
Anderson Co. C H”. The reverse is inscribed “Sept. 4 1877”. Generally 
fine condition.   $300-600

254.  “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Cylindrical, bright medium cobalt blue, inward rolled mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 2 inches, dia. 2 1/8 inches; (faint 3/16 inch cooling fissure on edge 
of base, light exterior high point wear). 
C #194    An attractive bottle in a vivid blue color. Generally fine 
condition.   $250-500

255.  “Simon’s Centennial Bitters “ Figural Bottle, probably 
Lyndeborough Glass Works, Lyndeborough, New Hampshire, 1866-
1886.  In the form of the bust of George Washington, aquamarine, applied 
round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch 
flake from bubble on edge of base). 
R/H #S-110    A crisp, clean bottle with a detailed mold impression. 
Generally fine condition.  Ex Charles B. Gardner collection.   $800-1600

256.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Light yellow 
olive, applied heavy collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to KW fig. 99A, right    A wonderful 
example with an excessive amount of glass used in making the applied 
mouth. Fine condition.   $250-500
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257.  Unembossed Fruit Jar Insert, Canada, 1870-1890.  Cylindrical with 
1/2 inch flat raised button in center, cobalt blue, ht. 1/2 inch, dia. 2 7/8 
inches; (1/8 inch chip on upper rim). 
This lid fits jar L #424 through 426. No cobalt jars have been reported for 
this lid. Generally fine condition.   $150-300

258.  Early Snuff Bottle, dip mold construction, America, 1820-1840.  
Square with rounded corners, light olive yellow, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 6 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 75, #12    A great example 
in size, color and crudity. Fine condition.   $300-600

259.  Scroll Flask, America, 1845-1860.  Light to medium yellow green, 
sheared mouth - iron pontil mark, half pint; (light exterior high point 
wear). 
GIX-36    Appealing “orange peel” exterior surface and a large fully intact 
iron pontil scar. Fine condition.   $1000-2000

260.  Cone Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Conical, bright rich sapphire 
blue, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 3/8 inches, dia. 2 7/16 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to C #23    A highly whittled example 
which is free from wear. Beautiful color. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer 
collection.   $500-1000

261.  Freeblown Pitcher, probably Saratoga Congressville Glass Works, 
Saratoga, New York, 1840-1860.  Bulbous form flaring to rim with 
applied solid handle, medium to deep olive amber with profuse milk 
glass splotches, tooled flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 7 5/8 
inches, greatest dia. 5 inches.  
Similar to McK plate 69, top    Wonderful form and color combination. 
Fine condition.   $500-1000

262.  “Whitmore’s / Patent. / Rochester / N.Y.” - “3” Fruit Jar, America, 
1868-1880.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, ground mouth with glass lid 
embossed “Patented / Jany 14th 68.”, and brass wire bail - smooth base, 
quart; (brass wire bail is most likely a reproduction). 
L #2964    Clean and highly whittled glass. Fine condition.   $300-600

263.  “Clarke’s / Vegetable / Sherry / Wine / Bitters / Sharon Mass” 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Rectangular with beveled corners, 
aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 11 3/8 
inches; (shallow 1/16 inch flake on top edge of mouth). 
R/H #C-160    Impressive in size, glass character and strength of 
embossing. Generally fine condition.   $300-600

264.  Freeblown Serving Bowl, probably Midwest America, 1820-1830.  
Cylindrical flaring to rim, brilliant orange amber, outward folded rim - 
pontil scar, ht. 4 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 7 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 82, #3    A beautiful 
and early piece of American tableware. Fine condition.  David Paar 
collection.   $300-600
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265.  “Dr. H. Kelsey / Lowell Mass” Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Oval, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 
6 5/8 inches; (minor loss and wear to label). 
R/H #W-121 L    Retains 95 % original label which reads in part “Dr. 
Williams’ / Vegetable Jaundice Bitters. / None Genuine Except Prepared 
By / Dr. H. Kelsey, Lowell, Mass. / Price 38 Cents”. Also retains a 1 cent 
tax stamp.   $100-200

266.  “Highrock Congress Spring / (Rock) / C & W / Saratoga NY” 
Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, bright olive 
green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; 
(1/8 inch flake on tip of rock). 
T #S-37:B    A hard to find color for this scarce mold. Generally fine 
condition.   $200-400

267.  Dip Mold Demijohn, New England, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
medium olive amber, applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
9 1/4 inches, dia. 3 7/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to L/P plate 6, #4    This example is a 
bit smaller than most of its type. Fine condition.   $150-300

268.  Double Eagle Historical Flask, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, 
New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Medium yellow olive, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, half pint.  
GII-86    A common mold in an uncommon and attractive green color. 
Fine condition.   $200-400

269.  Sunburst Scent Bottle, probably New England, 1815-1830.  Shield 
form with sunburst pattern and beveled beaded edges, deep midnight 
blue with amethyst tones, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 3 inches; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 105, #4    A little beauty 
with a strong mold impression and rich color. Fine condition.  David 
Paar collection.   $300-600

270.  “Millville / Atmospheric / Fruit Jar” - “Whitall’s Patent / June 18th 
1861” Fruit Jar, America, 1861-1880.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, applied 
grooved ring mouth with glass lid embossed “Whitall’s Patent / June 
18th 1861”, and iron yoke clamp with thumbscrew - smooth base, pint; 
(1 inch chip on top edge of applied mouth). 
L #2181    Crisp, clean with strong embossing. Generally fine 
condition.   $100-200

271.  Freeblown Glass Compote, Boston and Sandwich Glass Works, 
Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1828-1835.  Cylindrical beehive bowl with six 
horizontal bands and a wafer attached hollow stem and solid circular 
base, colorless, tooled rim - polished pontil scar, ht. 7 7/8 inches, greatest 
dia. 8 1/8 inches.  
Construction similar to B/K #268 through #1272    A rare glass blowing 
technique only used by the Boston and Sandwich Glass Works. Fine 
condition.  David Paar collection.   $600-1200

272.  “E. Dexter. Loveridge / Wahoo Bitters / XXX / Patd / DWD / 1863” 
Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square modified cabin form, 
medium amber, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 9 7/8 inches; 
(light overall interior stain). 
R/H #L-126    This bottle would respond well to a light professional 
cleaning. Generally fine condition with a beautiful exterior surface.   
 $500-1000
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273.  “Mason’s / CFJCo / Improved” Fruit Jar, America, 1880-1900.  
Cylindrical, bright orange amber, ground mouth with zinc screw band 
and white milkglass immerser - smooth base embossed “J 57”, half gallon; 
(several pinpoint flakes on edge of ground mouth). 
L #1711    Attractive size and brilliant color. Fine condition.   $150-300

274.  Pattern Molded Covered Sugar Bowl, 12 vertical ribs on both bowl 
and cover, probably early Pittsburgh district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
1820-1840.  Bulbous with applied solid plain circular base, colorless lead 
glass, tooled galleried rim with high domed cover with inward folded 
rim and knob finial - pontil scar, ht. with cover 7 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 
4 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 52, #5    A distinctive piece 
of early American tableware. Fine condition.  David Paar collection.    
 $2000-4000

275.  “Hierapicra Bitters / Extract Of Figs / Botanical Society / California” 
Bitters Bottle, America, 1870-1880.  Rectangular with beveled corners, 
bluish aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base 
embossed “Fig”, ht. 9 3/8 inches.  
R/H #H-116    A crisp, clean example having the curved “R’s” of pieces 
made in the West. Fine condition.   $250-500

276.  Early Utility Bottle, possibly a New York state glasshouse, 1860-
1870.  Octagonal, medium to deep olive green, applied square collared 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 1/2 inches; (3/16 inch flake from under applied 
mouth). 
Great form and beautifully bubbly glass. Fine condition.   $300-600

277.  “Granite / Glass / Co” - “Stoddard / NH” Lettered Flask, Granite 
Glass Company, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873.  Medium to deep 
olive amber, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, pint; (light 
exterior high point wear, a potstone near base shows a slight disturbance 
of cover glass). 
GXV-7    This crude, bubbly example is heavier than most. Generally 
fine condition.   $300-600

278.  “A. Kline / Pat’d / Oct 27. 1863 / Use Pin” Fruit Jar Stopper, America, 
1863-1870.  Cylindrical with raised center bar, bright yellow green, ht. 
1 3/8 inches, dia. 2 3/16 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch chip on edge of base 
and center bar). 
This stopper fits jar L #1423. An extremely rare color for this stopper. 
Generally fine condition.   $150-300

279.  “Luke Beard.” Soda Water Bottle, America, 1845-1860.  Squatty ten 
pin form, medium bluish green, applied heavy collared mouth - iron 
pontil mark, ht. 7 inches; (light exterior high point wear, 1/8 inch surface 
flake on side of body). 
H #911    A singular example with a piece of glass pushed into the 
embossed “B”. Generally fine condition.   $150-300

280.  “J.S. Dunham” Umbrella Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Octagonal, aquamarine, inward rolled mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 
2 1/2 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
C #116    Bold embossing, a longer neck than usual and an “orange 
peel’ exterior surface make this one stand out. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer 
collection.   $350-700
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281.  Freeblown Globular Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Medium 
forest green, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 10 3/4 inches, 
greatest dia. 7 3/4 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 47, #3    An appealing 
example with profuse surface swirls and a beautiful bright color. Fine 
condition.   $600-1200

282.  Scroll Flask, probably Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, Kentucky, 
1845-1860.  Bright medium sapphire blue, sheared mouth - pontil scar, 
pint; (tiny potstone with three 1/16 inch radiations). 
GXI-18    A very rare flask in a pleasing color.  Ex Mike Roberts 
collection.   $1000-2000

283.  “Harrison’s / Columbian / Ink” Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Octagonal, light sea green, inward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 5/8 
inches, dia. 1 7/8 inches.  
C #530    A sparkling little gem in a beautiful bright color. Fine condition.  
Bill Dyer collection.   $400-800

284.  “Highrock Congress Spring / (Rock) / C & W / Saratoga NY” 
Mineral Water Bottle, possibly a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New 
Hampshire, 1860-1873.  Cylindrical, medium honey amber, applied 
sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (light exterior 
wear marks). 
T #S-37:B    A heavy bottle with numerous small bubbles and highly 
whittled glass. Fine condition.   $200-400

285.  “Hops / & / Malt / Bitters / Hops & Malt / (Sheaf Of Grain) / Bitters” 
Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square modified cabin form, bright honey 
yellow, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/4 inches.  
R/H #H-186    A beautiful bright example with bold embossing. Fine 
condition.   $250-500

286.  “Indian Specific / For Coughs / Prepared By / Dr C. Freeman” 
Medicine Bottle, America, 1830-1850.  Square, aquamarine, tooled flared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 176    A little gem of a bottle with an attractive form. Retains a 
remnant of an early label. Fine condition.   $350-700

287.  “The Great Eastern / E.T. Whitehead” - “Philada” Fruit Jar Lid, 
America, 1870-1890.  Cylindrical with two raised circular lugs and screw 
threads, aquamarine with olive yellow striations, ht. 1 1/2 inches, dia. 
2 3/4 inches; (several chips on edges of lid, the largest being 1/2 inch). 
This lid fits jar L #1150. Generally fine condition.   $150-300

288.  “Dr Tebbetts’ / Physiological / Hair / Regenerator” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1870-1880.  Rectangular with beveled corners, deep pinkish 
amethyst, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 1/2 inches.  
AAM pg. 510    A pristine example with a somewhat oversized mouth 
and bold embossing. Fine condition.   $300-600
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289.  Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1870-1890.  In the form of a square 
school house, colorless with a vaseline hue, tooled square collared mouth -  
smooth base, ht. 2 5/16 inches, wdth. 1 3/4 inches.  
Similar to C #688    A clean, crisp little bottle with an unusual color. Fine 
condition.  Bill Dyer collection.   $200-400

290.  Early Scent Bottle, probably America, 1840-1860.  Flattened elliptical 
form with a geometric design on each side and corrugated edges, rich 
sapphire blue with large reddish striations and surface area, rough 
sheared mouth - smooth base, ht. 2 13/16 inches; (3/16 inch flake on side 
of mouth, light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 241, #7    Appealing color 
combination and mold design. Generally fine condition.   $250-500

291.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, New England, 1783-1830.  Medium 
yellow olive, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 9 7/8 inches; 
(light exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to McK plate 224, #10    A pleasing 
plump form with the high shoulders and shorter neck. Fine condition.   
 $300-600

292.  “Eureka Spring Co / Saratoga N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 
1860-1880.  Torpedo form, aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth 
with ring - smooth base, ht. 8 7/8 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
T #S-20    A scarce and desireable form for a “Saratoga” mineral water 
bottle. Fine condition.   $300-600

293.  Masonic Arch - Frigate And “Franklin.” Historical Flask, 
Kensington Glass Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1840.  
Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (just a hint of exterior 
high point wear). 
GIV-34    Embossed “Free Trade And Sailors Rights” near the medial 
ribs. Fine condition.   $250-500

294.  “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” - “Patented / 1862” 
Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Square tall log cabin form, 6 
logs, medium pinkish apricot, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 9 7/8 inches.  
R/H #D-5    A pristine example in an exciting light color. Fine 
condition.   $600-1200

295.  “John. H. Gardner & Son / Sharon Springs / N.Y.” - “Sharon / 
Sulphur / Water” Mineral Water Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Cylindrical, 
light to medium blue green, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - 
smooth base, pint; (light spotty interior haze, light exterior wear marks, 
shallow 3/16 inch flake on side of mouth). 
T #N-32    Scarce bottle with a lighter color than other examples listed. 
Generally fine condition.   $200-400

296.  “Mason’s / Patent / Nov 30th / 1858” Fruit Jar, America, 1858-1880.  
Cylindrical, light yellow green with a deeper yellow striation, ground 
mouth with metal screw lid - smooth base, half gallon; (milk glass insert 
is cracked, several manufacturing flakes on edge of mouth, the largest 
being 1/4 inch). 
L #1787    A subtle and beautiful color. Fine condition.   $100-200
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297.  “Tonquin” Sealed Black Glass Bottle, three piece mold construction, 
probably America, 1840-1860.  Cylindrical, medium to deep olive green, 
applied sloping collared mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 11 1/2 inches.  
It is reported that two sailing vessels named “Tonquin” were built in 
Medford, Massachusetts circa 1845. Were these made to commemorate 
those vessels? Fine condition.   $300-600

298.  Freeblown Pitcher, possibly a New York state glasshouse, 1820-
1850.  Bulbous body flaring to shoulder with expanded neck, applied 
threading on neck and shoulder, applied solid glass strap handle, bright 
aquamarine, tooled flared rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 9 1/4 
inches, greatest dia. 6 5/8 inches; (2 1/2 inch area of light surface wear on 
shoulder and near pour spout). 
Similar in form and construction to P plate 9, top right    A most impressive 
piece of  American freeblown tableware. Fine condition.  David Paar 
collection.   $750-1500

299.  “A. Stone & Co / Philada” Fruit Jar Stopper, America, 1845-1860.  
Cylindrical with two raised circular lugs and two heavy threads, 
aquamarine, ht. 1 1/4 inches, dia. 2 1/2 inches; (1/4 inch chip on edge of 
base and heavy thread). 
This stopper fits jar L #2750-2. Generally fine condition.   $100-200

300.  “Dr Bishop’s / Wa-Hoo / Bitters / Wa-Hoo Bitters Co / New Haven 
Conn.” Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  Rectangular modified 
cabin form, bright yellowish amber, applied square collared mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 10 inches.  
R/H #B-103    A better example would be hard to find. A bright, clean 
bottle in fine condition.   $600-1200

301.  Scroll Flask, America, 1845-1860.  Dense golden amber (black), 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (shallow 1/16 inch flake on top 
edge of mouth, light exterior high point wear). 
GIX-37    This one will really stand out in a color run.   $750-1500

302.  “The Valve Jar Co / Philadelphia” Fruit Jar, America, 1868-1880.  
Cylindrical, aquamarine, ground mouth with glass lid and wire coil 
clamp - smooth base embossed “Patent Mar 10th / 1868”, half gallon; 
(shallow 1/4 inch flake on the inner edge of the mouth). 
L #2873    A rare jar which is impressive in size and crudity. Fine 
condition.   $400-800

303.  Cone Ink Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Conical, medium bluish 
green, outward rolled mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 2 3/8 inches, base 
dia. 2 1/4 inches; (shallow 1 inch manufacturer’s flake from pontil scar). 
C #22    A bright example. Fine condition.  Bill Dyer collection.    
 $250-500

304.  “Congress & Empire Spring Co / Hotchkiss’ Sons / C / New 
York / Saratoga. N.Y.” Mineral Water Bottle, possibly Congress & 
Empire Spring Company Glass Works, Saratoga, New York, 1866-1870.  
Cylindrical, bright yellow with an olive tone, applied sloping collared 
mouth with ring - smooth base, pint; (shallow 3/8 inch open bubble on 
reverse, pinpoint flake on top edge of mouth). 
T #C-15:B    Bold embossing and loads of small bubbles. Generally fine 
condition.   $150-300
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305.  “Baker’s / Orange Grove / Bitters” Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  
Square with roped corners, bright yellow amber with a strong olive tone, 
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 5/8 inches; (just a 
touch of wear on one side panel). 
R/H #B-9    With bold embossing, a beautiful color and whittled panels 
a better example would be hard to find. Fine condition.   $600-1200

306.  “Gilberds / Improved / (Star) / Jar” Fruit Jar, America, 1883-
1900.  Cylindrical, aquamarine, ground mouth with glass lid embossed 
“Gilberd’s Improved Jar Cap Jamestown, N.Y. / 2 / Pat July 31 83”, and 
wire clamp extending vertically around entire jar - smooth base, quart.  
L #1108    Unusual and attractive. Fine condition.   $200-400

307.  “Pat. Oct. 1874” - “Trade Mark” Figural Ink Bottle, America, 1874-
1890.  In the form of a locomotive, aquamarine, ground mouth - smooth 
base, ht. 2 inches, lgth. 2 1/16 inches; (several shallow manufacturer’s 
flakes on edge of mouth). 
C #715    A highly prized figural ink bottle. Fine condition. Ex Hugh 
Williamson Kelly collection, Bill Dyer collection.   $1000-2000

308.  “J.T. Brown / Chemist / Boston” - “Double / Soda / Water” Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Torpedo form, medium blue green, applied heavy 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 1/2 inches.  
H # 2989    A much better than average example with bold embossing 
and a wonderful exterior surface. Fine condition.   $200-400

309.  Freeblown Chestnut Bottle, probably New England, 1783-1830.  
Medium yellow olive, applied round collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
10 3/4 inches; (light to moderate interior haze at mid and upper body, 
light exterior wear). 
Similar in construction to KW fig. 99A , right    A large elegant example 
with profuse surface swirls. Generally fine condition.   $250-500

310.  “Cadiz / Jar / Patd 1883” Fruit Jar Lid, America, 1883-1890.  
Cylindrical with raised vertical lug on each side, aquamarine, ht. 1 inch, 
dia. 3 5/8 inches; (pinpoint flake on edge of base). 
This lid fits jar L #548. Brilliant glass with bold embossing. Generally fine 
condition.   $200-400

311.  Diminutive Freeblown Pan, probably Lockport Glass Works, 
Lockport, New York, 1843-1860.  Cylindrical flaring to rim, medium 
grayish steel blue, inward folded rim - pontil scar, ht. 1 1/2 inches, greatest 
dia. 3 3/4 inches.  
Similar color noted on McK plate 68, #15    The combination of unusual 
color and small size make this one special. Fine condition.  David Paar 
collection.   $300-600
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